


THE Shepard Automatic Elevator is

so designed that it can be installed in

almost any building. old or new. with a

minimum of expense. Made in three

sizes. Operates from regular light cir-

cuit. No expensive. special, power lines.

SHEPARD COMMERCIAL ELEVATORS
We also build the finest office, hotel and hospital elevators. Installed

in hundreds of government, public and private buildings and institutions

throughout the country. Send for complete details.

THE SHEPARD ELEVATOR COMPANY
COLERAIN AVENUE CINCINNATI. OHIO

Office building of Dr. R. S. Beam,

Lumbe-rton, N. C. Shepard Auto-

matic Elevator installed.

Machines bearing the CINCINNATI trade-mark
have, for over 55 years, been a prominent factor
in contributing to the profitable operation of in-
dustrial plants throughout the world. You will
find them in automobile plants, aircraft factories,
oil well equipment shops, mines, glass factories,
shoe machine shops, railroad shops, and hundreds
of others. Perhaps the industry you select for
your life work can benefit directly or indirectly
through the use of machines bearing the CIN-
CINN ATI trade-mark.

~ Milling, Grinding, Broaching, Lapping, Cut-
~ ter Sharpening and Die-Sinking Machines

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

lUFKIN MET ALL I C
BEST OF WOVEN TAPES
OFFERED WITH FOLDING, DOUBLE-PRONG HOOK-RING

Enables one man to take many measurements unassisted.
When line is given tension this sturdy hook with anchor spurs
takes a firm, square hold on corner of building, end of pipe,
and hundreds of other places. It releases itself when tension
is released. Folded, it holds flat to tape ring.
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CONTROL TOWER. INDIANAPOLIS AIRPORT

From this vantage point the traffic control
operator can operate anyone of four
groups of transmitters which comprise the
blind landing system. Planes are safely guid-
ed through fog and snow to the surface
along any runway. The map and meters at
right provide a check on each transmitter.



PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
Dean R. C. Gowdy

ELSEWHERE in this issue are printed in full is very helpful to the Coordination Department
the addresses which were delivered at the that it can place many students in the employ of

services held last November 5 in memory of Dean former graduates of the college. "Who's Who in
Schneider. America, 1938-39" shows that six living gradu-

By the time this number is published a portrait ates of the College of Engineering and Commerce
of Dean Schneider, presented by the faculties over are included in the listing, a creditable showing.
which he presided, will have been placed in Bald- This is not by way of patting ourselves on the
win Hall. back, which is at best a difficult, awkward and

These honors were paid to the memory of a man useless exercise. It is just a general evaluation
not because he died but because he lived, and be- of the past-progressive but not radical, success-
cause he did something memorable. ful without claim to perfection.

Sometime, perhaps a few years hence, it may be go much for the past.
appropriate to write a biography of Dean Schnei- Little need be said of the present, for it is in-
der. If such a biography would be a chronological stantaneous. The coordinates of a .point on a curve
record of daily events it should be written imme- are not so important as the derivatives of the
diately, while details are fresh and available. But function which determines them.
a short chapter would suffice to cover the dates Only the seventh son of a seventh son may
and place of birth, education, professional experi- prophesy, but there are certain trends and influ-
ence and other like facts. ences which indicate what "a good bet" on the

What may be written will be the story of the future will be.
development of ideas,-ideas which may ultimate- During the past ten years, and with increasing
ly be evaluated as significant contributions to tech- force and insistence, have come demands to raise
nical training and perhaps as well to other pro- the standards in the engineering profession. This
fessional and liberal programs of education. There movement has originated principally from prac-
is no hurry about the recording of this history. tieing members of the profession and has resulted
A little time will improve the perspective. specifically in the enactment of laws in nearly all

Not a week passes that there are not inquiries states of the Union requiring the registration of
at the College of Engineering and Commerce engineers, and in the establishment of a body to in-
about the cooperative plan, letters and visitors vestigate and accredit engineering colleges. While
from all parts of this country and from all parts the early results of both of these procedures have
of the world. in some cases inconvenienced individuals and in-

During the thirty-four years which have elapsed stitutions, and have therefore aroused criticism
since the cooperative plan was put into operation, and antagonism, the ultimate effects must cer-
with much doubt and foreboding, except in the tainly be beneficial both to the practicing engineer
mind of a young and perhaps over-enthusiastic and to the colleges.
professor of civil engineering, the idea has been It would be a mistake to interpret this evidence
adopted by more than thirty-five technical colleges of professional consciousness as a sort of "pro-
and by institutions offering courses in business fessional climbing" for it is rather a recognition
administration, liberal arts and theology. of a status already attained. The rapid rise in the

In the March number of Forum there appeared importance of engineering and the engineer in
an article describing the work which is being done modern civilization has imposed on the profession
in the south and southwest in applying the coop- new obligations and responsibilities for which it
erative plan in high schools. This development has hardly had time to make preparation; medi-
was considered to be of sufficient general interest cine and law have had the advantage of a long
to be reviewed in Readers Digest. The coopera- and gradual development and adjustment.
tive system was introduced in the high schools of The trends in engineering education are defi-
New York City in 1914 after Dean Schneider had nitely towards the building of a larger structure,
spent a considerable time in that city as special not only higher, but broader education. This will
consultant to the Board of Education. not happen all at once, for students, faculty" in-

The first cooperative graduates would not admit dustry, and perhaps the state, must be educated
that they are more than middle-aged, though some to the need for education. But that is going on
of .them have developed noticeable spread. The right now; so, in fact are the changes. The en-
majority of "coop" alumni are still young men. largement of the building will be made with "no
Not all of them have achieved great success but it interruption to business."
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WHY ENGLISH?
P. Willard Crane, Ch.E. '26

An alumnus of. U. C., PAUL WILLARD CRANE, received the degrees of Ch. E. and
M. S. in 1926. His many activities ranqed from playing the cello in the orchestra to
managing the baseball team. Two years spent at the University of Heidelberg,
Germany, completed his formal education. He has been connected with the
Plastics Department of Du Pont's Arlington, N. J. plant for the past several years.

THE advantages of a thorough command of GUSTAV' EGLOFF, Universal Oil Products Company
. English, both spoken and written, to the en- "One of the great difficulties we find in chemists
gineering student after graduation, have been ex- and engineers is their aversion to wr itirig reports,
tolled with considerable eloquence on many occa- and when they do write them they are generally
sions and form the subject of .. much printed abominable from two points of view-one, organi-
matter. Unfortunately, however, these excellent zation and second, English."
discourses have in most cases' been addressed to AL'LAN FODELL f I Ch · I O· t PI to'.. .. , ormer y ernlca rrecror, astics
members of the teaching profession o.r to groups D t tEl d P t d N . d C. d .. epar men, .. · u on e emours an . ompany
of experIence engIneers, and have therefore ap-" . . . . ..'
peared in journals which have, for the most part, T~e most str-iking defect In t~e training of
remained obscure to the undergraduate, who practically every ~an we err:p!oy IS the lack o~
might .make a very practical use of the subject knowledge of English composition, Out of about
matter. The same is true of the complaints of one hundr~d men who have g~ne through our de-
prominent employers regarding the poor writing partment In the past s~~en. year.s n?t m?re than
and speaking ability of engineering graduates. two have shown any ability In thI.S direction. The
A few brief excerpts from the latter follow: others are not. only unable t~ write a good letter

but cannot write a systematic report, and of ten-
C. F. HIRSHFELD, former Chief of Research, Detroit times cannot draw the right conclusions on paper'

Edison Company from the work that they have done-the report
"Life happens to have thrown me into contact often showing practically the opposite of what is

with many executives who employ engineers. AI- the laboratory fact."
most without exception these executives have com- R L COPSON T V II A th at WI". d ... · ." · , ennessee a ey u on y, . I son
plaine about the inability of the average engineer 0 AI b
to speak or write good English .... They refer "a~, a ama
to the inabililty of their subordinates to present .DurIng the p~st several years I have ha~ oc-
clearly written reports and to make it simple but easton to talk WIth and to read reports written
clear verbal report." by a considerable number of recent engineering

graduates. As a whole I would say that these
A. M. McAFEE, Research Chemist. Gulf Oil Company men have been notably ineffective in their use of

"The other evening I was a guest at a banquet English."
of some twenty-five recent graduates in civil, ROBERT E. WILSON, President, Pan-American Petroleum
electrical, or chemical engineering. When it came and Transport Company
introdu.ction time, only one identified. himself in "In my experience, the greatest weakness of
a pleasing, easy ~anner. All save this o~e were the average chemical engineer today is in the lack
uneas~, self-conscious, and more apologetic than of ability to assemble a good report."
asser tive."

F. TAGGART, Research Director. O'Brien Varnish Co.
ALFRED IDDLES, Babcock and Wilcox Company "We find a great fault in our present technical

"As an employer of men it is constantly evident men in that they lack the power of self-expression,
to me that college graduates have not been im- either oral or written. Simple sentence structure
pressed with the need for a ready command of seems difficult. Vocabularies are restricted. · · ·
written and spoken English. If this were done, Compound sentence structure becomes just a [urn-
then progress after graduation would be materi- bled jargon of conflicting tenses; singulars are
ally improved." used for plurals, pronouns are massacred."

4 THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



N. E. FUNK. Vice-President. Philadelphia Electric Co. thought out an engineer's ideas may be, this fact
"I am of the opinion that the greatest shortcom- may not be evident to others, particularly if they

ing of most members of the engineering profes- do not have a technical background, unless the
sion is their inability to express themselves under- ideas be properly conveyed and interpreted by
standingly and concisely." him. Men who have good power of expression,
ROBERT L CARRUTHERS S 0·1 C therefore, usually get ahead much farther and

· • un I ompany f t th thei f II f··l ."Our experience with young engineers is that as e~ an .. err e ows 0 SI~I ar or supe~10r
those who write clear, concise letters and reports technical ability. Unless one 18 a rare genius,
invariably forge ahead of those who do not." therefore, and can. afford to. hav~ ~omeone act as

These statements f · t ti d a front, good English pays rich dividends,o promInen execu Ives an " .
engineers are indeed a sad commentary and should Then when. ~he money IS obtained and the work
in themselves b ffici t "h d iti th starts, the ability to translate thoughts and results

e su cien an wrr mg on e . t ds i t tl II d into servi .
II" f th ddt In 0 wor s IS cons an y ca e Into service In cor-wa or e un ergra ua e. .

respondence and conferences WIth those on the
GOOD ENGLISH AN ASSET job, with the suppliers of materials and services,

The poor showing of the average recent gradu- and in periodic reports.
ate probably results from the fact that he has such The ability to write or dictate a letter which is
a poor picture of what will be expected of him in clear, concise, and to the point, in a minimum of
industry. He therefore fails to appreciate the time, is something the usual graduate knows very
many situations in which English is an invaluable little about, but which is extremely important to
asset, and neglects it in favor of the many tech- his employer from a standpoint of time and effi-
nical subjects which seem at the time to have a ciency. Letters which must be rewritten and those
more tangible value. Let us examine a few of which puzzle the recipient by their ambiguity or
these situations. lack of important information are very costly and

The first thing which members of a graduating are sure to reflect unfavorably upon the writer.
class plan to do is to get a job. This usually in- Conferences and meetings have already been
volves a letter of application and one or more in- mentioned. There may be few or many, depend-
terviews. The part played by good English to- ing upon the size and nature of the project and of
ward a favorable impression here should be self- the organization. Those present may be non-tech-
evident; yet, a glance through the application file nical executives, other technical men, production
of almost any company which employs a number supervisors, cost accountants,buyers, salesmen,
of engineers reveals an abundance of the most advertising men, workmen, or others, and each
glaring errors in form, content, grammar, spell- will bring along his own background and view-
ing, and punctuation, in spite of the fact that of point, which must be considered by the speaker.
all letters this is one which should receive unusual Muddled presentation and interpretation of the
attention from the writer. Bad English and poor- results can create a very bad impression, even if
ly expressed thoughts during an interview with a the work itself is beyond reproach. Attempts at
prospective employer can be equally fatal. oratory, too, are distinctly taboo, ..as they waste

Every engineering or research project costs valuable time and exhaust patience. A lucid, con-
money and often this is appropriated by men who vincing exposition with as few excess words as
have a non-technical background. It is therefore possible is what is required.
up to the engineer who is responsible for the
project to outline clearly and forcefully the de- TALKS AT MEETINGS
sirability of carrying out the project, the nature This applies not only to conferences of the type
of the proposed work, how the money is to be used, mentioned, but also to professional society meet-
and the results and advantages which may be ex- ings and elsewhere where engineers and technical
pected. This is usually done in writing which may men gather to discuss subjects related to their
be supplemented by oral presentation to a group work. Professional reputations are gained
of executives and others. Engineers with some- through the quality of a man's work, but others
what different viewpoints may be called in and it must first be brought to appreciate it. Each en-
is then up to the engineer in question to sell his gineer is therefore his own public-relations repre-
ideas or see them buried, possibly by some which sentative on such occasions. The man who has
may not be as sound. Naturally, the ability of pertinent worthwhile comments on the subject
self-expression is immensely valuable here and under discussion, but who, through timidity or
during similar conferences later on, as the work lack of training, expresses them poorly or not at
progresses, No matter how sincere and carefully all, is doing himself and his employer as great an
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injustice as the other type of man who has nothing' with the results and conclusions in a logical and
to say but takes valuable time in making that fact understandable manner. One's first impression,
perfectly clear. upon reading their reports, is that they have very

Incidentally, meetings of this kind furnish an disorderly minds, whereas the truth of the matter
excellent means of contrasting the successful en- usually lies in the fact that most of the effort and
gineer who has the ability of self-expression with thought has gone into the work itself and the re-
the unfortunate fellow who has a thorough com- port is considered incidental and a necessary evil.
mand of his subject, but whose mumblings and They have never thought about the reasons behind
fidgeting cause his hearers to lose all interest in it. the report and its value to them and to others.

This may often be a direct result of academic
WRITING ARTICLES years in which technical subjects are eagerly con-

Articles for technical and non-technical publi- sumed in great gulps, whereas reports and Eng-
cations are also a valuable means of enhancing a lish courses are generally looked upon as unpleas-
reputation and often bring- in additional income. ant quack medicine.
The man who writes fluently, easily, and well, Government statistics show that in 1934 26.6
naturally can take far greater advantage of the per cent of employed engineers were engaged in
opportunities offered by this field. Of course, if engineering design and research, 24.2 per cent in
one is a technical wizard, one can probably afford production, 24.1 per cent in construction, 8 per
a ghost writer, but the majority' of us are not in cent in administration, with the remainder di-
this class. vided between sales, teaching and consulting.

The majority of technical men are required to So far our examples have dealt principally with
report periodically on the progress of their work the first group. However, all that has been said, .

and often a final comprehensive report is' expected can be applied almost equally well to the produc-
when. the work is finished. Any work worth the tion or to the construction man who must be inter-
expense of equipment and manpower is worth re- viewed and hired, who asks for appropriations,
porting, and the employer has the right to expect proposes and defends his ideas in conferences and
a clear, concise and: logically planned report. meetings, handles correspondence, gives precise
English therefore becomes as 'necessary a tool as directions to his subordinates, and reports the
the meter, gauge, or other paraphernalia required work of his organization. These men also draw
for the job. The latter furnish information to up specifications, contracts, and other agreements
the engineer, who must then make these data use- in which the wording may be of the utmost im-
ful to others through the medium of English. This portance.
is all very elementary and yet seems to be so little The value of English to the administrator is so
appreciated in the average case. obvious that little needs to be said about it. He

Reports or correspondence of this nature may probably would never reach such a position today
be of various types, depending whether they are in an organization of any size without the ability
a permanent record, or for the information of to present his ideas forcefully and convincingly,
technical or non-technical men. Probably the either on paper or orally. The consultant exists
most difficult part of this task for the young engi- upon his ability to sell his services to hard-boiled
neer is to follow in his own mind the progress of business men and fellow engineers, orally and in
his report through the hands of those for whom reports and surveys. The sales engineer, since he
it is intended, and then to adapt his language to must likewise sell both himself and his product
their understanding of the subject. Any report or service, handle considerable correspondence
should be planned as carefully and logically as the and write reports, also benefits very materially
work which it covers, as it is generally the chief from a good foundation in writing and speaking.
means by which the employer and others can un- Pleasing fluent English, of course, is not a uni-
derstand and appreciate the work. Also, the re- versal panacea which will make an employer over-
ports and letters of a new employee in a large look such faults as an otherwise undesirable per-
organization may be one of the chief standards sonality, poor technical foundation, lack of initi-
by which those higher up, whose acquaintance ative, inability to get to the meat of a problem,
with him is superficial, form their opinions of his poor cooperation and laziness. Still there is little
worth. question but that it is an extremely valuable asset

Many engineers who have no difficulty in fol- on the balance sheet of an engineer's qualifica-
lowing the logical steps of physics, mathematics, tions for a successful career, and that the lack of
.and other sciences seem entirely stumped when it it often blocks the way to success.
comes to setting down an account of their work ( Continued on Page 28)
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AVIATION RADIO
John Quitter, E.E. '41

"There is a Power whose care teaches thy way' along that pathless coast-Guides through the

boundless sky thy certain flight; lone wanderin g. but not lost." How well chosen are Bryant's
immortal words. for waterfowl and silver winged monoplane alike. In place of the mysterious

guiding instinct of birds has come an equally wonderful IIpower"--communication by radio ..

MODERN high-speed transportation is made
possible only by the strict maintenance of

consistent safe operation. Success in attaining
this goal is dependent greatly upon a system of
guidance and control through the use of rapid
and flexible communication networks. In avia-
tion, radio is the only means by which ships sail-
ing through space may be directed and controlled
from a base station. But radio does more than
maintain communication between land and sky; it
makes possible safe air navigation through all
kinds of natural impediments, a vital factor in
the success of commercial airlines.

Radiotelegraph, radiotelephone, the radio bea-
con, the radio direction-finder, and recently the
radio "blind landing" systems are main factors in
the high standard of safety maintained' by the
airlines of this country. During 1939 the airlines
safely flew almost two million rni1es, through all
kinds of weather, both day and night! In con-
trast, Japanese airlines, which do not use the
radio beacon or the direction-finder, do not fly
during the night, not even in poor day-time
weather! Of a million and a half 'persons who
traveledby airline in the United States last year,
only two met death asa result of an aircraft acci-
dent! Newspaper headlines proclaim the fre-
quencyof airline casualties in Europe; there too,
radio is' not employed as widely nor as diversely
as in America.

In the United States, the Department of Com-
mercehas the responsibility of providing aids to
the safety of air navigation. The Federal Com-
munications Commission has made the following
radio channels available: 200 to 410kc. for gov-
ernment weather broadcast and radio-range bea-
con stations; certain frequencies in the 2,700 to
6,500 kc. region for two-way communication; and
3,105 kc. as the national frequency for .airplane
distress signals, on which a watch is maintained
constantly. The private flyer is thus assured that
distress or emergency messages will be heard
practically at any point along his route, even
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though he may have a low-power transmitter of
only 70 watts power rating-about as much en-
ergy as a standard Christmas-tree light consumes!
In making his plight known, the pilot signals the
cryptic word "Mayday" - from the French
M'aidez. The word is just as grave in its connata-
tion as the "SOS" used at sea. "Pan" is used as
the urgent .signal in situations not as perilous as
those indicated by the use of "Mayday."

The Federal Communications Commission has
licensed several domestic transport services for
the exclusive use of radiotelephony. In trans-
oceanic flights, however, radiotelegraphy is used
in aircraft licensed by the Commission. Aircraft
flying over maritime lanes must have transmitters
and receivers operating on 500 kc. (600 meters),
as this is the marine distress frequency. "

All of the famous round-the-world flights car-
ried a radio man to operate the radiotelegraph
transmitter on the 600 meter channel. Amelia
Earhart in her last flight flew with a radio opera-
tor-navigator, who unfortunately was unable to
secure aid by radio. Practically all radio equip-
ment, including .the transmitter on the distress
call frequency, had been left behind in order to
reduce weight! Anne Morrow Lindbergh, in her
best seller Listen! The Wind, tells of her short
but eventful career as transatlantic radio operator
--,-"till the plane's call letters KHCAL came to be
as my own name."

DOMESTIC RADIO

In radio rooms at vantage points atop hangars
throughout the country, radio operators with a
clear view of the 'landing area assist incoming
pilots in determining correct and safe landing
procedures. The immen-sity and complexity of this
problem is realized when one considers the new
$40,000,000 airport at New York, "La Guardia
Field," which provides facilities for the arrival
and .departure of more than 700 transports daily!

A standard ground station, such as one of the
more than two score stations thatUnited Airlines
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The M. I. T. portable blind-landing equipment in use at East Boston Airport.

In the truck and on the ground are the 700 Me. oscillators. shown close-up center.

Riqht, looking into the mouths of the horn radiators which set up horizontal signal patterns.

operates, embodies a 400-watt four-frequency
transmitter. Station receivers are generally lo-
cated several miles from airports at points well
isolated from man-made interference. The mes-
sages are carried from airports to radio stations
through telephone lines. By means of the same
lines their sensitivity and frequency-channel se-
lection of the receivers are dial-controlled at the
airports.

A typical radio installation is that utilized by
the standard Douglas transport. Although the
equipment is so stowed that it is inaccessible dur-
ing flight, the transmitters can be fully controlled
and operated in the same manner in which a push-
button telephone is used. The control units con-
tain outlets for microphones, two-way receiver
phones and beacon-phone leads. Volume controls,
tuning knobs, frequency-selector switch and other
controls are found on the small master panel. All
controls are large, yet precise, so that they may
be operated with gloved hands.

The major portion of radio apparatus is stowed
behind the rear baggage compartment in the tail;
all interconnecting conduit is carefully shielded
and carefully bonded to the frame of the ship to
eliminate contact noises. Each strategic circuit
contains a fuse, and spares are accessible immedi-
ately at the point of application. Antennae are

8

permanently strung between the front of the fuse-
lage and the tail of the ship; and the new static-
eliminating type of aerial, with corona discharge
device at its end, is let out at the tip of the fuse-
lage, behind the tail surfaces.

The new Bell Aircraft Co. military pursuit
plane, the "Airacobra," which is receiving so
much publicity -today as being the fastest military
ship (speeds in excess of 450 m.p.h. are claimed),
has no radio antenna to break its streamlining.
It has a "buggy-whip'! type of aerial, similar to
that used on automobiles, and is cleverly mounted
inside the vertical tail surface's leading edge. The
aerial is molded of plexiglass, a new material that
is an excellent insulator at high frequencies. On
this same ship, the radio receiver and transmitter
are mounted in small compartments inside the
fuselage between the pilot's compartment and the
tail.

All transport planes in use today on the civil
airways use direct current; therefore the storage
battery is the source of primary power. This
means relatively high current drains, and conse-
quent large weights of copper. High d.c. plate
voltage for the radio tubes is obtained by the use
of a dynamotor, or combined motor-generator set.
Some smaller installations on private craft use the
vibrator-transformer-rectifier arrangement.

THE COOPERATIVE ENGINEER



For the great new planes being built today, In one solution of the "blind landing" problem,
auxiliary power plants are used. Alternating cur- the U. S. Army Air Corps at Wright Field, as a
rent supply offers a definite weight saving in wir- result of investigation led by Captain Hegenber-
ing, and also in transformers if a sufficiently high ger, has developed a fairly simple and practical
primary frequency is used. The secret of weight blind landing system. (Fig. II.) Briefly, the
reduction lies in the proper choice of primary Army "Instrument Approach" is based on the use
frequency. The trend seems to be toward the use of two radio transmitters placed directly in line
of a 110-v. 800-cycle source of current. A new with the landing runway. Use of the radio com-
aircraft of 40 passenger capacity has been equip- pass gives the pilot his sense of horizontal direc-
ped with two separate 15-kw. generators having tion, and the combination of a constant rate of

descent together with the known standardized dis-
tance between stations determines the final point
of contact with the ground. This plane is made
aware of its passage over a station by means of a
vertical high frequency marker at each post.

There is one outstanding drawback to this sys-
tem, and it is that the barometric altimeter is
used for vertical orientation. An accurate alti-
meter always brings good results; but if .an alti-
meter starts to show below zero and there is still
no ground contact, the strain on the pilot is terri-
ble-even though he knows that the radio system
will keep him out of trouble. Hundreds of land-
ings have been made either with covered cockpits
or in actual fog, and no accidents have resulted.

More recent investigation by the Civil Aero-
nautics Authority, in collaboration with the Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, has resulted in
a three-element system, employing the newly-

Fig. I. Single beam of a radio range system.

auxiliary engine drive. Switches are provided so
that if one generator fails, the other can be made
to carry the vital load for radio, landing lights,
electric pumps and other operating equipment.
New radio transmitters designed for operation
from 110-v. 800-cycle lines have been completed
for this plane.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS
Marked progress has been made in the last few

years in the application of radio as an aid to air
navigation, more properly termed "avigation." A
complete radio system of today includes (a) the
radio range, sending a 3° beam along the courses
to be flown, (b) radio obstruction marker and (c)
airport marker. In addition, recent developments
are making possible (d) radio landing systems to
aid airplanes in making safe landings under con-
ditions of zero visibility.

Each radio range station transmits directional
signals along at least four courses, two of which
are along the regular airway, the other two being
for cross-country flying, or for intersecting air-
ways. In two opposite quadrants the signal A
(. -) is sent by a directional antenna system, while
in the remaining quadrants the signal N (_ .) is
transmitted. At the boundaries between the
quadrants, the A and N signals synchronize to
produce a continuous tone. (See Fig. I.)

APRil. 1940

Fig. II. Army Air Corps landing aid.

explored ultra-ultra high frequency range. around
700 mc. (40cm ..). A runway beacon, marker bea-
cons and a landing beam provide the pilot with
continuous and accurate information on the exact
position of his ship, in three dimensions. "Horn"
type radiators, similar in appearance to giant
loudspeakers produce the very sharp guilding
beams necessary in this method.

Comparatively recent is the innovation of the
(Continued on Page 30)
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THE CIVIL ENGINEER .
AND GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

ill

Prof. Howard B. Luther
Head. Department of Civil Engineering

Vast new public works are employing an ever-increasing number of civil
engineers. In this article Professor Luther analyzes the new prob-
lems that have arisen due to the trend away from private employment.

AT a recent meeting of the Society of Profes- are termed controversial, it will probably be found
sional Engineers, there was considerable dis- that the other public enterprises are so much more

cussion of the alarming increase of government widespread that the situation for the engineer
employment of engineers and the corresponding would remain substantially the same even if most
decrease of private practice. It would seem en- of the controversial enterprises were abandoned.
tirely proper that the natural desire of the young To study the problem, it is necessary first to
American should be for private enterprise, with review the major types of engineering organiza-
its independence of action, personal responsibility, tion.
possibility of higher remuneration, and particu- 1.) Consulting practice. The tendency in con-
larly the satisfaction of a sense of personal suiting' practice has been toward the formation of
achievement in his work. By and large, however, larger consulting firms, with the employment of a
the concern over this problem is expressed most considerable amount of technical skill among its
strongly by the older men who are jealous of the forces. The opportunities which employment by
reputation they feel the profession gains through these consulting corporations offer the young en-
private channels, and to whom the old conception gineer are alluring. This is one of the major fields
of independence is stronger than with a younger to be conserved jealously. In any study of a de-
group coming to age in a period when security crease in consulting practice, care should be taken
seems the paramount demand. to give little or no weight to the withdrawal from

The Civil Engineer is bound to be affected to a this group of single, independent consultants of
greater extent than others by this change in type small practice who may have been absorbed in the
of opportunities. Whatever the personal desires 'field of public work.
of the individual may be, there seems bound to 2.) Corporate employment. Very properly the
continue this added demand for the engineer un- large manufacturing corporations, privately
der public agencies, and it is worth while to re- owned utility companies, and all private corpora-
view the present situation, and to try to determine tions engaged in transportation have been build-
what its effect on the young engineer may be. ing bigger and better technical staffs as time has
Some of the change has been inevitable, as may gone on. It is probable that with increased tech-
be seen by considering the field of transportation. nical skill available in the permanent forces of
Fifty years ago the big problems in transporta- great companies, some of the demands for the
tion were still in connection with railroads, which services of men in private practice have been
in this country were built up almost wholly by diminished. On the whole, however, the accom-
private corporations. Today the greatest amount plishments under these companies have repre-
of design and construction in this field of trans- sented a high standard of professional achieve-
portation is concerned with the highways, which mente Here are found excellent opportunities for
have long been a matter of public ownership and those who have interest in research. In some
responsibility. The government agencies have cases young men who have entered the technical
recently entered fields some of us would prefer to forces have ended in the business management of
have remain in the control of private enterprise. the corporation. This would doubtlessly remove
Doubtless some of the alarm expressed about the them from consideration as engineers under any
encroachment on the engineer's private practice narrow definition of the profession, but there are
is part of the sentiment for maintaining the old many manufacturing and utility corporations
order in other ways, as well as in engineering. If where the training and experience of an engineer
cases where the government is invading the field ought to be of greatest value in the management
formerly in the control of private corporations and where the selection of men with this back-
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ground for the major executive positions should engineering work is of outstanding character. The
be a matter of satisfaction to the profession. opportunity for the young engineer, here, is ex-

3.) Contracting. Many an ambitious young cellent. Criticism is almost entirely directed at
engineer has looked hopefully for an eventual major economic policies and their presentation.
career in the construction field. As a member of The older engineer may, too, be worried about the
a contracting firm he has the largest apparent op- future of an organization which has remarkably
portunities for financial return. During the last high standards in 1940, but might become a huge
ten years, the amount of new construction, par- bureaucracy in 1980. European socialistic en-
ticularly that sponsored by private enterprise, has deavor, well established under old regimes before
been disappointingly small. Security Acts, gov- the World War, has indicated this danger. But
ernmental regulation, high taxes, and a multi- the young engineer can't solve this problem im-
plicity of new public responsibilities have discour- mediately, and he may well admire present-day
aged some of the proper expansions which private engineering work under this agency. The designs
initiative ought to have undertaken. This, how- of dams, power houses and bridges have been car-
ever, is by no means the entire cause of meager ried out with the highest technical skill and with
opportunity. A rigidity of price of both labor and a fine consideration for beauty. The highways,
material has been a potent contributing factor in town and public services for the newly developed
the delay of new work, and governmental enact- areas connected with the Authority are worthy of
ments are very little to blame for this factor in professional pride. The manner of carrying out
the problem. construction, not only in connection with use of

4.) Public employment. The field of public em- modern equipment and methods, but in handling
ployment has always been large for the Civil En- labor, in construction camp facilities, and in major
.gineer, and seems bound to increase. Under the personnel problems deserves the study of the
term should be included the forces employed by young engineer.
municipalities, counties, states and the national An entirely different type of public agency is
government as well as by all special agencies set represented by the Port of New York Authority.
up by these or by combinations of them. The Here the problem of providing adequate transpor-
caliber of the work under these various agencies tation facilities in the New York area has been
has been continually improving, and problems of carried out with great consideration of routes, of
proper permanence and remuneration, where such opening the way to new areas needed by metro-
exist, are being approached in better spirit as time politan workers, of economic advantages to the
goes on. In some of these fields there still remain territory through different solutions of the prob-
political considerations to be overcome, but this is lem and with a keen appreciation of beauty in all
by no means true in the entire list. Governmental its design, whether structures, plazas or high-
agencies do not overlook the need of highly spe- ways. The commissioners have never been hesi-
cialized services of consultants and are often tant about calling in consultants about choice of
among the best clients of those in private practice. sites, about foundations, structural design and
Such problems covering the engineer's employ- architectural features. The regular forces em-
ment as do exist are due to the need of better ployed by the Authority, however, have as high
recognition of the engineer's services in the case engineering ability as is found in the country.
of certain, usually smaller, political subdivisions. Here bridge design has attained its peak. Agen-

cies such as these handle their problems master-
PUBLIC WORKS fully, command public respect, and do not invade

It seems clear that many of the young engineers the field .of private domain. H~re is pl:nty of
must eventually find employment in this field of oppor~unIty a~d probably agencies of this type
public endeavor, or to put it otherwise, the needs must Increa~e In number. .
for technical skill in the public field are so pressing Vast ~ublIc works ~ave always been carrIed. on
that many young men must be prepared for that by certain long-establIshed. ?~vernment agencies.
field. Therefore some further consideration of Waterways and harbor facilities and many of the
the types of agencies and their work ought to be major flood-control problems are handled ably by
noted. the Engineer Corps of the U. S. Army with a

The controversial type of government work may large sta~ of competent civilian engineers. ~he
be considered first as it may be deemed desirable ~eclamatIon Service has had control of the build-
to dismiss this subject before discussing bigger mg of enormous dams and. other st.ructures. U~_.
and more important fields. An example of this der the Department of Agriculture IS much public
work is that carried on under the T.V.A. Its (Continued on Page 28)
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STUDENT RESEARCH
Some undergraduate theses involving practical problems.

Photographing Transparent Substances substances have but one. By exa~ination of the
W·II· C Ih C E 140 former group under the polar microscope, cer-

I lam a aunt om.. · · 1 d t ·1tain optical constants and structura e ai s may
NATURAL-COLOR photography, long sought be determined. In this process many striking

after by experimenters, has placed in the and brilliant colors are produced by light-inter-
hands of everyone who takes pictures a means of ference phenomena.
reproducing the colors found everywhere in na- There are two important problems to overcome
ture. These colors are found not only in the in effecting color photography through the polar
world with which we are familiar, but also in the microscope. The modern high-grade polar micro-
normally invisible world revealed by the micro- scope is equipped with polarizing prisms known
scope. We need not stop here, however, for it is as Nicol prisms which are usually made from
possible to induce a kaleidoscopic array of brilliant single crystals of the mineral calcite. The cost
colors in substances which under normal light are of a set of Nicols large enough to pass a sufficient
quite transparent and colorless. There is no al- amount of light for photography prohibits their
cherny whatever involved in the process. The use. In order to obtain a sufficiently intense beam
colors are induced by using polarized light in the of polarized light at reasonable cost, it is quite
microscope. Polarized light differs from normal satisfactory and economically desirable to replace
light only in that the waves of which both are the Nicols by high-grade polaroid cells.
made up are arranged differently. In normal light The second problem is that of focusing all the
the waves proceed chaotically from the source, colors of light at the same point. For color pho-
while in polarized light the vibrations are all par- tography this focus must be extremely critical.
allel. Probably a more familiar application of Highly corrected lenses must be employed. The
this type of light is in glareless sun glasses and objective best suited to this work is the apochro-
reading lamps. The combination of these three matic, which is corrected for three colors of the
familiar things, color photography, polarized light spectrum. The substage condenser should be of
and the microscope, presents a fascinating field the achromatic type, which is corrected for chro-
of research-color photography through the polar- matic aberration.
izing microscope. "The camera itself is installed in place of the eye-

piece. 'I'he real image formed by the objective is
reflected upon a ground-glass screen at the back
of the camera. The image is focused on the screen,
which may then be replaced by the photographic
film upon which the exposure is made. With this
arrangement it is a very simple matter to replace
the camera with a standard eyepiece and use the
microscope for visual work.

The accompanying diagram shows the path of
the light through the instrument. The light from
the source falls upon the mirror, from which it
is reflected upward through the polarizing screen
to the substage condenser. The iris diaphragm is
simply a circular shutter which may be adjusted

The polar microscope in varying designs is at to control the amount of light entering the instru-
the present time finding wide application in sci- mente The substage condenser converges the
ence and industry, because it will not only perform beam, now polarized, on the object, which is placed
the functions of an ordinary microscope, but will on the stage. The objective, which serves here as
also determine properties and characteristics a camera lens, is also focused on the object, pro-
which can be found in no other way. All trans- ducing a real image which passes up the tube of
parent substances fall into two classes, optically. the microscope, through the analyzer, and strikes
They are either homogeneous or hetrogeneous. a prism which is silvered on the back. The image
Optically hetrogeneous substances have more is reflected from the prism into the camera, where
than one index of refraction while homogeneous the exposure is made by opening the shutter.
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Elastic Axis of Metal Wings .pose of this thesis to devise a method of elastic
R d L B· ,. h ff A E '40 axis determination which takes into account both

aymon · ISP Ing 0 I ero.. b . di d h t · th . t ten mg an sear s resses In e wmg s rue ure.THE modern metal airplane is a thing of beauty Previou.s a~tempts at a solution have sh.own that
and a source of wonder to the average indi- a combination of theory and research IS appar-

vidual. When one looks at its sleek exterior, the ently the best method of attack. Since it would
complexity of its structural parts are little real- be rather costly and undesirable to obtain a num-
ized. Since the advent of this form of construe- her of actual metal wings of various shapes, re-
tion, which popularly began about 1933, aeronaut- sort has been made to models which consist of a
ical engineers have been greatly concerned and in wooden framework covered with paper. These
some cases completely baffled over the behaviour models are built to simulate the central box sec-
of sheet metal structures when air loads are ap- tion of the actual wing. They are all constructed
plied to them. Thin pieces of sheet metal, bent in the form of wedge beams with varying plan
into the complex forms required in airplane con- form.
struction, are complicated problems of their own,
and all too often the engineer must realize that the
ordinary stress theory which he has learned in
college is totally inapplicable.

Realizing this deficiency in well founded sheet
metal design practice, the University of Cincin-
nati Department of Aeronautics, during the' past
few years, has directed a large part of its efforts
in theses along these lines.

The component sheet metal airplane part, which
is probably m.ost important and about which very
little is known, is the wing. When the engineer
is confronted with the problem of designing a
metal wing, he must immediately base his calcu-
lations upon a host of assumptions, some of which LJ U 'V - 18

may be decidedly in error. Then, when the wing The determination of the experimental position
is completed, it must be tested to destruction b~- of the elastic axis is accomplished by fixing the
fore any wing embodying its particular design beam rigidly at the large end and moving an ex-
may be used in flight. To minimize design as- ploring weight over the free end. As shown in
sumptions is the problem of the research engineer the accompanying sketch, a single point may be
and the mathematician working hand in hand. found where the beam deflects evenly with no

One important assumption used in wing design twist. This point is on the elastic axis of the
is that of the position of the elastic axis of a metal beam. A surveyor's level is sighted on the free
wing. The elastic axis is an imaginary line along end of the beam in order to ascertain that the
the wing span on which loads must be applied in end of the beam is in an exact horizontal position.
order to produce only bending and no twist in the The determination of the theoretical position
wing. If one were strong enough and were to has been one of the foremost problems in mechan-
grasp an airplane wing at the tip and twist it, ics in the past few years. Briefly, the elastic axis
the wing would rotate about an imaginary axis, may be said to lie at the centroid of the shearing
called the elastic axis. It is apparent that if one forces on the section. The theoretical problem
is to make an accurate stress analysis of the wing, then resolves itself into one of determining the
the position of this axis must be known exactly. distribution of shearing forces on the section. At
Up to the present time, the methods for determin- the present time there is no agreement as to this
ing the position of the elastic axis have been var- shear distribution among those people who have
ied, and in some cases fundamentally unsound. investigated it, and there are practically as many
Professor H. W. Sibert of this university has re- solutions as there have been attempted solutions.
cently developed two methods which are probably Although it can hardly be expected that an
more reliable than any used to date. The first undergraduate thesis will provide a complete so-
method takes into account only the effect of bend- lution to such a difficult problem as the elastic axis
ing stresses in the wing for determining the axis. problem, it is hoped that the data collected and
The second method takes into account only the conclusions drawn will provide a basis and in-
effect of shear stresses in the wing. It is the pur- spiration for further research.
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Hydraulic Transmission sketch. The body B is bolted to the engine shaft

H Id S h It d J k S tt I M E '40 and replaces the flywheel. The outer oil chamber
aro c u z an ac a er eel •• A· divid d · t thIS IVI e In 0 ree separate compartments,

DURING the last several years hydraulic trans- one opposite each cylinder. Chamber A is joined
missions and controls have gained in their with the outer end of cylinder C by passage D.

application to engines. The first question prob-
ably asked by the layman is, "Why a hydraulic
transmission ?" The answer is, "To eliminate the
need of shifting gears and to give a continuous,
smooth flow of power." Several such devices are
now available in the automobile field. The device
which we have been developing operates on an
entirely different principle from these.

The hydraulic transmission now in use is essen-
tially a hydraulic turbine, and little direct control
over the amount of slip can be exercised-slip is
never entirely eliminated. In our transmission
the amount of slip cart be manually or automatic-
ally controlled over the entire range, from full
slip (no power transmitted) to no slip which cor-
responds to direct drive.

One of the principle reasons for using first and
second gears in starting an automobile is to pre-
vent stalling and permit the engine to turn over at
a sufficient speed to develop high torque. This can
be clearly seen on the accompanying typical speed

-. Parallel to-Axis - ---
Three Cylinder Radial Engine

Valve ring V, can be revolved relative to body B
by means of the pin F. There are two port open-
ings P of the same size in valve ring V and body
B. When the openings are directly opposite, oil
is free to flow between the outer chamber A and
the common chamber G. Thus when oil is flow-
ing, as shown by the arrow, into G at one cylin-
der, it is flowing from G, through another section
of A into the end of another cylinder. The amount
of oil flow is regulated by moving V relative to B,
thus changing the effective port area between A
and G. The pistons, through connecting rods and
an eccentric on the transmission shaft, deliver
power to the rear wheels of the automobile.

This is our thesis starting with an idea and
carrying it through to a finished mechanism, in-
cluding the making of patterns and castings and
the performing of all machinery operations. Our
work was complicated by the fact that we had to
make our finished mechanism of such size that it
could be fitted into the space left available by re-

. moving the clutch and flywheel of a conventional
Speed m. r. p. m. automobile. If we had not followed these dimen-
Speed-Torque Curve sional limitations it would be almost impossible

torque curve for an automobile engine. If the to put the unit to actual test by fitting it into an
speed drops below 800 R. P. M. the torque de- automobile. The transmission is not quite as sirn-
creases rapidly. While a hydraulic transmission pIe as the sketch shows and the complete control
will not multiply torque, it will permit the engine, mechanism for the valve ring, which is not shown
at any driving speed, to turn over fast enough to at all, introduces many complications. As this is
develop maximum torque. written we have run preliminary tests on the

Our transmission embodies the mechanism of block engine which have given a variable speed
a three cylinder radial engine having an eccentric, output from a constant input speed. Beyond this
master connecting rod, pistons and, cylinders. A we cannot indicate the operation of the transmis-
section, taken at one cylinder, is shown in the sion until we install and test it in an automobile.
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Stressed Skin Research points "B." The "loading arm" is of adjustable
F k R b· d I· H· hf Id A 140 length, making increased lever action available.ran 0 mson an rvrnq irsc e ero ."

1 The pulley post IS also adjustable In order to keepTHE effect of shear stress on structural mem- the lo~ding ~orce horizontal. A. si~!la~ adjust-
bers in aircraft construction has been one of ment IS provided at the lower point B. Loads-

the major problems in aircraft design for some can be applied either by hanging weights or by a
time. The problem has been of more significance turnbuckle arrangement. The former method is
and importance in recent years due to the advent shown on the sketch.
of metal aircraft construction; the problem is of B ~

more than academic interest.
Under design load conditions, part of the

stresses in the skin of the airplane structure are
due to shear. (Torsional and bending loads also
contribute to the stresses in the structure.)

Part of the problem of finding shear distribu-
tion in a sheet is determining the lines of tension
stress and the factors that affect this direction.
One theory is that these stresses assume an angle
of 45°. If experimental data should prove the Experimental Set-up

stresses are distributed at an angle other than ~
45°, the theory may be modified or changed to fit ~
the actual case. The test sheet can be actual metal sheet or some

A tension field beam is used extensively in air- transparent material suitable for use with polar-
craft construction. Briefly, it consists of a frame ized light equipment. The use of the latter mate-
covered with some material. When a load is ap- rial is more informative since the stresses can be
plied to the frame, the stresses in the material investigated before actual wrinkling occurs while
assume some diagonal direction because the load, the use of sheet metal affords only a method of
when it is transferred from the frame to the actual comparative tests. Best results with metal
sheet, causes tension in the sheet. Thus, the are obtained with thin sheets; a thick sheet re-
sheet, if stressed sufficiently, will show wrinkles quires excessive loading to produce visible wrin-
in the surface. The direction of these wrinkles kles. The use of material with photo-elastic prop-
will be the dirction of the tension in the sheet. erties, such as Plexiglas, provides visible evidence

In setting up an apparatus to find the shear dis- of stress distribution that can be photographed.
tribution it is necessary to construct an apparatus When the sheet is put under load, the bond be-
that will simulate the actual condition found in tween the individual molecules in the material is
the tension field beam. The accompanying draw- also put under load and some displacement natur-
ing shows the experimental equipment con- ally occurs. The greater the stress in the mate-
structed. rial, the greater the strain between the individual

The equipment applies loads to the sheet around molecules. The resulting inter-molecular dis-
the entire edge, thereby representing a small sec- placement due to stress distribution provides a
tion of a large sheet bearing a load or set of loads. similarly distributed retardation effect on the pol-
Angles form a frame hinged at "A" and two arized light, resulting in a projection on a screen
frames are bolted tightly together in order to grip with colors of distribution and intensity in direct
the material. Hinges are made in the manner relationship to the original stress distribution
shown so that the axis of rotation goes through and intensity.
the corner formed at the inside of the frame. This Not only is the stress distribution in anyone
method insures a uniform, continuous grip all the sheet of interest, but also the comparison of stress-
way around the boundary of the test sheet. It distribution in sheets of varying length-to-width
should be noted that while the test sheet extends ratios. Whether the angle assumed by the lines
into the frame the bolts do not go through the of tension remains constant or whether it varies
sheet. The hold provided by the edges of the and the reasons for the variation are questions
frame is used alone because if the bolts should yet to be solved.
penetrate the material, the sheet might be sub- It is hoped that this experiment, in general, will
ject to a row of concentrated loads instead of the clear up some existing theories and afford a more
desired uniform load. direct way to tackle the problem of stress distri-

The test sheet is loaded by applying the load at bution in sheets.
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LEATHER RESEARCH
Edward S. Miller, E.E. '44

SINCE its inception in 1924 by the Tanners' these irritation reactions in the first group of ani-
Council of America, the Department of Leath- mals, they were destroyed, and virus suspensions

er Research of the Institute of Scientific Research from their pads were injected into another series
at the University of Cincinnati has been untir- of animals. However the conclusions from the
ingly conducting experiments and investigations second test corroborated those of the first.
to improve the fundamental principles of leather Two materials, sodium bifluoride and sodium
manufacture. Their latest discovery is a satis- bisulfate, gave promise of being economically and
factory method for sterilizing skins and hides practically sound because of previous work done
against the virus of foot-and-mouth disease. by the British Ministry Committee on Foot-and-

A problem of international concern, this disease Mouth Disease. However, only the sodium hydro-
has been reported from practically every country gen fluoride proved effective and this only when
where cattle are raised except Australia. In Eu- in a concentration of 1/10,000 or more.
rope the disease has become almost universally From the experiments it was concluded that pH
entrenched and is constantly prese~t. It was in- alone is not the important factor of a virucidal
troduced from ~ngland to t~e UnIted States. by disinfectant; however, it was important in the
way of Canada I.n 1870, but ~Ince 1932 the Unlt~d instance of sodium bifluoride for at pH values
States has eradicated the disease by the drastic higher than about seven this salt is converted
but economically sound method of slaughter, dis- into sodium fluoride which is not effective. Since
infection and quarantine. commercially cured' calf skin containing excess

The malady is a virulent, contagious and in- amounts of salt was used throughout the tests it
oculable disease affecting all cloven-footed ani- was shown that sodium chloride has no influence
mals. Caused by a very resistant virus, filterable on the effectiveness of the sodium hydrogen
and ultra-microscopic in nature, the infection pro- fluoride.
duces vesicles (small watery blisters) on the The method of skin and hide sterilization,
mucous m.embra?e .of the mouth and ~long the known as the Tanners' Council Laboratory Meth-
?order of the hair line ~t the hoofs: ThIS results od, approved by the United States Department of
In loss of flesh and mI!k from dairy cattle and Agriculture, Bureau of Animal Industry, calls for
even death to young animals, immersion for not less than 24 hours in a one-to-

In their experiments, Dr .. O'F~aherty, director, 10,000 parts solution of sodium bifluoride or in a
and E. E. Doherty, bacteriologist, collaborators one-to-7 500 parts solution of sodium silicofluoride
in the discovery, used vesicular stomatitis, a less at roomtemperature 1

harmful virus similar to that producing foot and ·
mouth disease, since no experimental use of the The treatment reduces the operating t~m~ by at
latter virus is permitted in the United States, least one full day and the cost to one-thirtieth of
The laboratory, however, does possess one of the that of previous methods ". It also removes all
few preserved specimens of the virus, which was danger of harm to any variety ~f leather man~-
obtained during the outbreak around Cincinnati factured. One tannery stated In the Tanner 8
in 1916. . Council of America Weekly News for February

In the experiments pieces of pads (metatarsal 19, 1940, " · · · the a~~ual s~ving .effected through
of rear feet) from experimentally inoculated the new method of dISI~fectlon WIll not only more
guinea pigs were put into the test solutions of dis- than offset our proportionate share of the cost of
infectants together with green salt-cured calf the Laboratory, but WIll more than offset our en-
skin. After a period of time the pads were ground, tire Tanners' Council dues."
filtered, and the filtered extract used for inoculat- As evidenced by its monetary economies, this
ing a subsequent. series of test pigs. Based on discovery appears to be one of the greatest pieces
the reaction obtained in the last group of pigs, of research by the Institute of Leather Research;
the ratings of the disinfectants were recorded. however, it is only one of many outstanding dis-

On injecting some of the guinea pigs with the coveries which have been made since its establish-
"soak" solution, it was found that the irritation mente These other developments, while great in a
produced was quite noticeable and might be mis- scientific sense can not be immediately adopted
taken for lesions. To rule out the influence of to industry to prove their worth to mankind.
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TRIBUTES TO DEAN SCHNEIDER
A memorial service for Dean Herman Schneider was held at the University of Cincinnati on November 5, 1939. Presi-
dent Raymond Walters presided. Addresses in memory of Dean Schneider we're delivered by a great industrial leader,
Mr. Charles F. Kettering, Vice-president of General Motors; a nationally known educator, President Parke R. Kolbe, of
Drexel Institute; and a beloved associate at the University of Cincinnati, Professor Frank W. Chandler. The tributes
paid to Dean Schneider on this occasion represented his con tacts with industry and education and his unique service to
both fields. All of the addresses, and particularly Professor Chandler's, reflected the personal greatness of a man who
combined rare intellectual genius with modesty, friendliness, and practical human helpfulness. The COOPERATIVE ENGI-
NEE,R considers it a privilege to be able to publish these tributes as a supplement.

A New Approach to As this. movement has gained mo- a kno~led~e of the scientific elements,
mentum, It has become so Important the scientific and engineermg alpha-

Engineering Education that ~ believ: before !t is finished e,:erl b~t, does not insure that the student
technical unrversity In the world, If It WIll be an engmeer. One must prac-

Mr. Charles F. Kettering is to s<:rve the boys and the industry tice the use o! the .alphabet, the form-
well, WIll have to adopt some form of ing of words, If he intends to make ex-

IN coming to the Univ:rsity of Cin- cooperative education. pert u;se of ~t. The work which Dean
cinnati today to pay tribute to Dean .. Schneider did here was to teach the

Schneider, all of us recognize that in I~ the. plan. IS. analyzed In terms of boy to learn his scientific alphabet and
so doing we represent a factor in engi- engrneermg, It IS a.n attem~t to lap- then go out to see how people use it,
neering which was originated here by weld the .boy opto Indust:y instead of how !hey hav<: to. write with it in the
this great man. Unless one studies for but~-we!dlng him. He IS given the practical application of the drafting
just a moment the difficulties that are entire time of four y.ears, three years, room, the shop or the factory.
involved in the changing of a point of or two years, depending upon the par- It t th t ti d. .. · ti 1 ti · hi h seems 0 me a coopera rve e u-VIew It IS hard to realize what a tre- ICU ar coopera rve program, In w lC tion i hI' 1 hi, t b . d d 11 • h ca Ion IS sue a ogica t 1nO' once wemendous step was made by Dean 0 ecome acquainte gra ua y WIt iew Tt f di t hO'
Schneider here. the problems he must meet on the out- VIew 1 • rom. a .IS anc~, t at w.e can

side, rather than confronting him sud- hardly rmagrrie ItS being a difficult
You know, we are always pulled be- denly with all the problems of adjust- movement to start.. But as. tru~ then

tween two factors, one the factor of ment when he graduates from school. as no,,:, the most difficult thing In the
instinct which says, "Keep on doing By means of cooperative education he ~orld IS to do something new. Look-
it the way we have been doing it:' and is given a transition between normal ~ng back on. things, we can see them
the other of intelligence which says, life at a university and the life he In clear relief, and we wo.nder why
"Let's analyze this thing and see would live when he works in an in- there was ever any question about
whether we can improve it." • In the dustry. The limiting factors jn the them. But as we look. forward to-
long years of technical education and two cases are widely separated. To- ward the other end of the ~roblen:s,
in the development of industry which day we have in our organization one they appear so vague an,1 so, indefinite
it was designed to serve, we had salient difficulty with the highly edu- that r;;ost people say, Let s not g.o
reached a point where there wa~ a cated young man who graduates with- ahead. The past IS the great clari-
great difference between the view poirrts out a knowledge of industry in any fi~r, and only those who can .take an
of the young man graduating from a way, shape or form. He is severely aim .fronl. the past can possibly. see
university and his employer who ex- shocked when he discovers what fool- definitely Into t~e future. T~ se~ Into
pected something constructive of hit? ish, elementary problems with which the future requires a determination,
in promoting the interest of the bUSl~ we have to work. He finds it difficult In Dean Schneider we had a man
ness. " to believe that so little is known about who made no pretense of his position,

Dean Schneider, so far as I know, the most commonplace things. He is who took his problem as a problem
was the first man who considered that shocked to find that his employer should be taken. He analyzed it on its
point seriously and did something knows so little and yet refers to no merits without any fixed convictions as
about it. He said, in other words, "If book to find the answer; but his great- to what it should be; he let the prob-
that is the case, why not have the est shock comes when he goes to the lem work itself out as best it could
young man divide his time between book himself and finds that the answer under the circumstances and to prove
his school work and a job in industry? is not there. itself as time went on. Not striking
Such a program wilt allow him to blend . for a c?mplete and finished ideal in
his point of view gain~d !n school with Dean Schneider was, as I say, the th.e beginning, he worked with men,
that of his employer In industry." first man, so far as I know, who Ul1- WIth the boys; and cooperative educa-

dertook to remedy this situation. If tion grew in a perfectly simple, nat-
Simple as that plan may. seem now, these boys go to school part time and ural way and became a fundamental

it was considered at the time an ex- work part time, he reasoned, they are of modern education.
trernely radical point of view. I had going to modify gradually their meth- . .
the pleasure of working with Dean ods of thinking and their conception pean Schneider was, because of hIS
Schneider in his cooperative work al- of what the problems of industry are POlht of vl3w,. hne hof the finekt Nen
most from the time of its inception, and what the problem of the work-a- 111 tthe tw~r Wthltl wf h°!TIt.o wor . TOhw
and I recall how severely the indus- day person is. a . a IS.ear y 0 rm IS gone. . e
trial men were shocked by the idea en.glnee~ IS accust~med to me~surtng
of having a boy work part time and go There is little difference between things In pounds, In feet apd In se~-
to school part time. When it was pro- theory and practice. The only differ- onds and now finds mea.ntngle~s his
posed later, h.owev~r, that two boys ence, as I see it, is that practice will measurement~ of. the physlca~ being of
could be associated In such a way that not allow us to leave anything out or Dean Schneider: but that intangible
one would be working white the other forget anything. Practice forces us to Some!hlng .wh1ch repr~sents a thought,
was in school, the movement met with make use of the full theory. .the intensity of which no. one c~n
less opposition. The industrial men measure, IS a factor th.at ,,:111 rem~ln
recognized that their organizations Another thing seldom demonstrated n~t o~ly around the University of Cin-
would suffer but tittle, if any, because . in the school is that the fundamental clnnatl. but wherev~r young men 1!1ay
never would the two boys be in school principles we learn are exactly the study In the technical world, I think,
at the same time, and the fact that same as the alphabet we mastered when for ages to come.
the boy working would be exchanging we learned to read. An ability to We in this world are accustomed
places from time to time with the one write something of literary value does to measuring everything according to
in school was finally considered of not necessarily follow a thorough its physical assets, the material, the
little consequence. knowledge of the alphabet. Likewise, labor and the time factor, and yet
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differences which have made the great- indebted to myoId friend and former be marketed. Besides, the plan at best
est progress in the world cannot be colleague, Dean Fred E. Ayer of the was merely a weak imitation of the
measured by anyone of these units. University of Akron, who was one of actual industrial conditions which have

. Schneider's earliest associates in the proved to be so important a factor in
Very recently I had occas10.n to introduction of the cooperative plan at training cooperative students. There-

speak. to a grou~ of yo?ng nlen ~nter- the University of Cincinnati. We who fore he soon realized that his original
ested In our particular line of business. knew Herman Schneider best in his idea of utilizing industrial plants them-
I said,. "Let us take two motor cars, later years may perhaps find it diffi- selves was after all the very essential
one built twenty-five years before the cult to picture the earnest enthusiast of the plan.
other. From the bo?ks we find that of his college days at Lehigh Uni- .. .
the labor and !l1ate:lal values of the versity. But make no mistake-he was Wlt~ his careful habits of .study and
two cars are Identical, a~d ~et the even then the same Herman Schneider, analY~ls1 he Interviewed engineers, 1~-
value to a custom~r today IS Violently with the same equipment of brain and dustrialists, pro~essors .and layt?en In
different. There IS nothing wha~ever genius whom vee knew in later years. order to get their r~act1ons to. his pro-
on the books that shows the differ- I have always liked to picture him as posal for cooperative education. He
ence. Based on labor and mat~r.ial an undergraduate as, they say, he sat received encouragement fro~ nearly all
they look th.e sa~e, but th<: utility in his room one evening and looked except the prof.essors. H;lS. own cC?l-
value of that intangible something, call out over the teeming industry of the leagues. at Lehigh had. distinctly ~lf-
it whatever y?U hk~, IS a factor that Lehigh Valley. The story runs that fe~en~ Ideas as tc? the alms of th~t 11;-
cannot be written Into the books In there the cooperative course was born, stitution, and to Its faculty Schneider s
terms of. t?e measuren;ent~, known to there Schneider first saw clearly that schemes must doubt}ess have .s~emed
the phYSICISts of our time. industry itself furnished a training to sav?r of crack-braIne~ and VISIonary

d h laboratory for engineers which no col- educational heresy. It IS perhaps un-
And so w~ have come to ay to on?r lege could equal necessary to remark in this company

that intangible, that t!n.measurable, In . that there still exist two opposing
terms of units of s.pIrlt, of soul, of As a student he had been employed schools of thought (in the ranks of
inspiration, of anything els~ Y0t! may in an architect's office in odd hours. engineering teachers) concerning the
p~ef~r; b?t out of the University of Afterwards he worked as an arch i- cooperative course.
Cincinnati has gone one of ~he m~st tect in Maryland and later was em- .. . ..
fundamental developers of industr ial ployed by the Oregon Short Line. His HIS Ideas r~Jected In hIS' ow~ Alma
education who has come fr?m any health which had necessitated the Mater, Schneider sought appointment
place. It is an intangible thing, but move 'to the west having improved in an institution more willing to ex-
it will go on a~ l~ng as we teach young he returned to Lehigh, his Alma Mater: periment with. his 1?lans; I.n the end
men to work In Industry. as an instructor in the Department of he came to thl~ ~nlver~lty 1!l the De-

h b h t t Civil Engineering Realizing- the in- nartment of CIVIl Engineering. The
I t as een an onor 0 appear a.. . '. T t f th U· it f C· ·

U. . f C' . ti t d t fluence wltich his own practical work rus ees 0 e nrver si y 0 mcm-the niversity 0 incmna 1 0 ay o· · . ti b bl d d f hib ith h I had had upon his college studies and na 1 pro a y never reame 0 t e
Pay tri ute to a man WI w om . . .. ' t d 1 hi h the

k d f h I h d noticing that some of his acquaintances remen ous ro e w IC IS young en-
wor e many years, or w om a '. · · · ... t ttl t
h · d d ith h had had similar experiences during grneermg Ins ruc or was 0 pay, no

t e sincerest regar an WI \V om .. 1 · thei Universit b ·. h' 1 I ' . t· t 1 their school time he set out to make a on y In err own nrversi y ut InIn IS a tter years was In una e y as- , · th h 1 Id f . . d. d. h .' . study of those graduates of Lehigh ie woe wor 0 engrneermg e uca-sociate In anot er eng meermg proj- • .L ti A · 1 .
h N h t U· itv ! who had shown marked engrneerrnz Ion. seeming y unimnortant ap-ect at t e ort wes ern mversr y In · · .. ' ~ · t t b bl < h 1Chi H' ti I d th a abilitv almost immediately after grad- nom men, pro a y somew at casua-icago. IS un ime y ea was. - · I d desti d h 1

1 I t It th uation and endeavored to find any sim- y rna e, was estine to ave resu ts
great oss, am sure, no on y 0 e '1· · hi h . h . · hei wlrich ha mater' 11 difi d th
U· . f C' . t.i b t t N t1 I arrties w lC rmg t exist In t err ex- ve ia y 1110 1 e eniversrty 0 Inc1nna 1 u 0 or 1- · · ' hole ni t f d . ·. thei f t t· nerrences This nrocedure was typ- woe ptC ure 0 e ucation In our coun-western In .ieir u ure coopera Ive:- . - .. t d hi h h b h h

O 1 th . · ti f ical of the Schneider mind He ex- ryan w IC ave roug t to t eprogram n y e mspira Ion 0 a L •• U·· f C·· .'ld d t hat celled in analyzing a complicated situ- niversrty 0 incinnati a renown at-poet cou say wor s 0 convey w ..... ~. t hi t th . · · h
11 f have j • d d h t ation In stnpPlncr it of all ItS non- ac mg 0 no 0 er university In t ea 0 us ave In our min s an w a , · 1 d' b.. · kl d worldwe have in our hearts as to the great essentia s an In arriving qUIC y an .

worker and great man, Dean Schneider. accurately at fundamental facts. and In comparison with what it has since
con~lusl.ons. As a result of this In- become, the Engineering Department
vestlgahon h~ found o~t t~at most of of that day at Cincinnati, with less
the men studied had either: than a hundred students, was small in-

Educational Aspects of .. deed. It was perhaps two or three
1. worked while attending college, or years before Schneider finally con-

the Cooperative Course 2. worked during vacation or vinced the authorities that. his pl~n
, was worth trying. Not until 1905 did

Dr. Parke R. Kolbe 3. stayed out of college a semester he set out to recruit a class and find
. or a year and worked in order to places for them in which to work.

FRO 111 out of the chaos of innova- earn money to continue their Hard-headed manufacturers wanted no
tion in educational method, from studies. experimenting with "rah-rah" boys,

amid the unnumbered hordes of real and one may well imagine that aca-
and pseudo-educationists, there arises He did not conclude from this that demic circles as well were sceptical
at long intervals a figure so command- every student who did outside indus- of success. Encouragement and help
ing, so rich in ability and achievement, trial work necessarily became an out- were given him however by the Cin-
that lesser men must join to do him standing engineer, but he was con- c.innati Metal Trades Association and
homage. Such a figure was Herman vinced that there was a distinct ad- its secretary, Mr. J. M. Manley. Fin-
Schneider. I am honored today by the vantage to be gained in working during ally the first class was placed and a
privilege of speaking of the coopera- the period of college training. great experiment had begun.
tive course in its educational aspects. ... ..
But who can speak of the cooperative From thIS. starting point h~ began to I~ IS no. reflection on Herman Schnei-
course without speaking of its founder? seek:: practical method of glvlnts such der s achievement to say that the plan
Who can divorce the river from its experience to every student. HIS first of combining work with study is verv
source? For a. time then, I propose idea, Dean Ayer tells me, was to have old indeed. The medieval system ~f
to speak of Herman Schneider, not shops owned and operated by the Col- apprenticeship, as practiced by the
only as I personally knew him, but as leg~ and manned by a skeleton force. of guilds, was based on the same idea.
he has indelibly engraved his memory trained workers who should supervise The professions of law and medicine
in the minds of some of his earlier and the actual work as performed by the were often learned in the old days
later associates. students who would alternate by half through actual experience in a prac-

. days. But shops cost money and no titioner's office. The University of
For vvha.t I shall say of the begin- college ever has enough money. Also Glasgow is said to have had a marine

nings of the cooperative course, I am shops produce and the product must engineering course with alternating
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periods under the so-called Sandwich established cooperative course may his relations with business must be on
Plan. Many engineering schools en- have but little difficulty in meeting a strictly business-like basis. The stu-
couraged students to do summer work these specifications. In years of de- dent must offer to his employer full
in industry. But the Schneider achieve- pression the job is more difficult, and value for the pay received. His rela-
ment lay not so much in the invention this fact represents one of the major tionship must be exactly that of any
of a new idea, as in the indomitable problems in the successful operation other workman. This principle when
fortitude with which he correlated ?f the plan. The second problem lies fully established, has probably con-
work with study In an orderly system In the necessity for highly personal- tributed more to the success of the co-
and co~vinced the world that it would ized and skilful administration, Both operative plan than any other .single
work, In the unflagging efforts which Deans and Faculties must believe thor- factor. Finally came the question of
were required and unstintingly given oughly in the value of what they are the student's relation to organized
to realize his ideal-these were the. doing. They must be academic enough labor. Since this depends largely on
real tests of the ability of the man. to uphold rigidly the highest standards local conditions, no single formula can
He first convinced himself that he was of education, and practical enough to be found. It is my impression that
right ... ~hen no labor was .too hard, Ine~t the industrial world on its own most cooperative schools maintain a
no crlhcls~ too sharp, no .dlscourag~- basis, I?oubtless one reason why the laissez-faire attitude, being natura!ly
ment too bitter to swerve him fro In his cooperative plan has not been even careful to take no part in labor dis-
task. By . these standards may we more. generally adopted, lies in. the putes and allowing t~~ir students. to
measure his greatness. scarcity of men with proper trainmg make their own decisions regarding

. and experience for its administration. union membership. A prudent Dean
. The cooperative course has n?w been I t is significant that, insofar as my often prevents trouble by keeping stu-
In operatt0!1 for near~y th~rty-fi,:e knowledge goes, no attempt to intro- dents out of locations where disputes
years. Dunng all of this period this duce this course has ever been sue- are likely to arise or even by with-
University has been justly regard.ed .as cessful under an inexperienced admin- drawing them fro~ plants when trou-
ItS .source and sponsor. The <;::lncln- istrator. Naturally you will say that ble threatens.
nati Plan and cooperative education are Dean Schneider himself was inexperi- . .
synonymous to the college world and enced when the course began, yet he If we assume a WIse and sympath~ttc
only the 1ayt?an may. have been led was conspicuously successful. Just Dean at the head .of a cooperat~ve
~stray, by skilful PU~hClty, to the be- here the exception proves the rule. The school, an~ a. faculty In full a~cord WIth
lief that any other COllege deserves the world does not produce Herman the plan, It 1S no exaggeration ~o say
credit. Born In an atmosphere of Schneiders. Let no one think that he that success depends upon the skill and
doubt and suspicion, this healthy in- did not make mistakes. His merit lay experience of t?e coordinator. ;His
fant. has grown to an amazmg matur- not in infallibility, but in perseverance duties are manifold and perplexing.
ity In t~e many. colleges where the and the ability to profit by mistakes, He may have. from 25 !o 200 ~tudet?-ts
cooperative plan IS now .used. fn at His original idea of alternating by half for whom he IS re~ponslble. HIS duties
least one other field beside engineer- days was a mistake which he soon in~lude the estabhshment .of relat1o~s
ing the system of alternating periods rectified. Thereupon he gradually ex- v~Tlthfirms and the arrang~n.g of POSl-
of wc;>rk and stud:y has found ready perimented with increasingly long al- t1?ns; keeping these pOSltI?n.s filled
adoption-s-namely, In schools of com- ternation periods until he found a plan WIth acceptable students ; shifting stu-
merce ~nd ~uslness administration. Just which reasonably satisfied both indus- dents about, so that their .tralnlng shall
as. engmeerrng students work In Indus- try and the college faculty. His be reasonably progressl~e; keepIn~
trial plants and WIth railroads and con- achievement lies not so much in the records of the students progress,
tractors, so do business students find solution of the problem as in his stub- maintaining contacts with students
valuable practical experience In stores, born courage and tenacity which re- and e.mployers, so that troubles can
banks, offices and accounting firms. fused to admit defeat. Nothing bet- be adjusted, or foreseen and prevent-

J h d . I . . 1 did ter illustrates the true Herman Schnei- ed; acting as adviser to students and
ust w at. e ucationa . prmcip e.l d assisting them to get the most out of

Dean .Schneider r~cognlze a.s basic? ere their industrial experience; rating their
What 1S the essential factor In a real industrial work on the basis of con-
cooperative course? . Undoubtedly. it As I?ean of the ne~ course he s?on ferences with employers, foreman's
lies In a definite. relation, a correlation recognized th~ necessity of establish- reports, students' reports or examina-
between the subject matter of the col- mg definite lines of pob~y ~or the tions, etc. Like the women in the
leg~ course. and the type of wor.k ~x- r~gulabon of the student In hIS rela- Sapolio advertisement, the coordina-
perrence gained by the stu.dent In .In- bon t? the college, to industry and to tor's work is never done.
dustry or commerce. ThIS fact im- organized labor. Academic work must
poses definite limitations on the extent be fully equal in content and quality There exists quite commonly, even
to which the cooperative plan may be with that offered in the four-year, full- in academic circles, which should know
used in higher education. An arts co1- time, engineering college. It was better, the belief that the cooperative
lege may adopt the idea of alternating neither accurate nor honest to say that course is a sort of educational make-
work and study periods, but unless the industrial work, however valuable in shift, devised to help the poor or under-
outside work done bears some rela- itself, could be substituted for college privileged student to earn his way
tion to the college subjects studied, the study in classroom or laboratory. through college. This is false in all
result hardly represents the coopera- Hence the necessity of giving to the' its premises. Even if the student
tion plan as Dean Schneider knew it. cooperative student a theoretical train- earned nothing at all in his industrial
However, even in the arts curriculum ing equal in time and quality to that periods, he would still have partici-
such relation and correlation are pos- received under the traditional plan. As pated in a practical application of his
sible in certain fields, as for example a result carne the five-year cooperative classroom theories which the old-time
in economics and! sociology. It is course with the first year often spent engineering student did not attain un-
difficult to see on the other hand how entirely in college and with the drop- til several years after graduation. That
alternate periods of work and study ping of summer vacations. Under the education received in college is
can be of any related educational value these conditions there no longer ex- fully equal to that under the old four-
for the student of language or history, isted any basis of fact in the charge year full-time plan is proved beyond
though they may enable him to earn that the cooperative course served question by the recent accrediting lists
some money during his course. only to train artisans, not engineers. published after careful study and in-

More difficult was the determination vestigation by the Engineer's Council
The value of a cooperative course of the proper relations of the student for Professional Development, in which

then must depend on finding for the to industry. As I have already said, cooperative engineering courses are ac-
student a type of employment which industry wanted no "rah-rah" college credited together with the older types
will enable him to see and experience boys in its midst. Only occasionally entirely on an equal basis and without
the practical working of the theory could an employer be found altruistic distinction. While the several hundred
which he is studying in college. This enough to sacrifice any of his organi- dollars which the cooperative student
is the problem which every coordina- zation's efficiency to participation in a may earn annually are naturally of
tor must face. In large urban com- plan for the sake of its educational great usefulness to him, yet the sum
munities, when times are good, a well value alone. Schneider soon saw that earned is rarely ever enough to meet
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his expenses for living and tuition. and engineering methods. Aside from honorably take his place as an equal.
Thus the cooperative course is decid- the fact that he earns a part of his We mourn his passing, but we glory
edly no educational makeshift, nor was expenses, he also establishes a demand in his memory-e-sc great was he!
it organized to furnish a cheap method for his services, and it is a well known
of getting an education. fact that many cooperative students

. . . remain after graduation with the firms •
FInally, I should like to mention in which their student work has been Herman Schneider

s?me of the advantages and edu~a- performed. Initially, too, the appren-
tional features of the cooperative ticeship period is reduced, and promo- Dr. Frank W. Chandler
course as they have proved themselves tion in the earlier years may prove NoT h b ildi f iversit
valuable in the training of good engi- more rapid. t. e Ul lngs. 0 a un~vers~ y,
neers, good industrialists and good cit- t:ot Its laboratories and libraries,
izens. For the student it is self-evi- 'The advantages, however, do not but Its human factors are what make
dent that his interest in theoretical rest with the student alone. If the it a living thing. Among these are its
study is deepened and intensified by employer did not share in them, the students, changing from ye.ar to year,
the motivation which it receives from cooperative course would have been and Its teachers, also changing, though
taking part in the application of what doomed to failure from the first. This far more slowly. In the long reach
he has learned in the classroom. He Dean Schneider realized and with his of time they come and go, but through
begins to see the reason for the hard characteristic clear-sighted vision he the impact of personality they Influ-
work which he has performed in sub- saw that his plan was advantageous ence the students and shape the insti-
jects which might otherwise seem to for both parties concerned. At first it tution. The impress of even the least
him purely abstract. Thus he gets a was not easy to convince industry that of them is felt upon the minds of those
better appreciation of the value of his this was the case. That it actually is with whom they deal. But now and
education and is more willing to study the cas.e is amply proved by the ever- then .appea~s a rarer, finer n~ture, able
harder. In actual industry he has a increasmg number of cooperating ern- to kindle In others a ~ecu~larly vital
broader field for learning applied sci- ployers wherever the course ha.s been flame. Such a ~erso~ahty In .th~ hIS:
ence than any college shop or labora- successfully organized and administer- tory of the U nIve~sIty of Cincinnati
tory could give him. His man-to-man ed. To summarize briefly the advan- was Herman Schneider,
contact with the working world devel- tages to industry ~ need only mention Those of us who knew. him in his
ops at an early age his resourceful- the opportunity offered to the employ- later days ca~n~t forget h~s tall, spare
ness and sense of responsibility. It er to select good men at the early figure, loose-jointed, moving at even
strengthens his self-confidence and formative age and to train them in his pace, never hurried or hurrying, with
leads to the exercise of his initiative. own methods. Such a relation makes a kindly face deep-seamed, a lofty
The Dean of a cooperative school once for easy assimilation into the organi- forehead, a generous nose, a firm but
said that his greatest reward came to zation and for a lasting loyalty. Then, sensitive mouth, and deep-set eyes
him when a student whom he had pre- too, this early association allows time searching us ou~ through glasses. He
viously regarded as an immature boy to select men for the care~rs. for which was ~n unassuming friendly man, com-
returned after a few periods of indus- they are best fitted, be this In produc- manding Instant respect. When he
trial experience, and he realized sud- tion, in sales, or in management. Nat- spoke we listened, and he spoke
denly that the boy had become a man. urally the wise college coordinator will straight out in simple terms not to be

cooperate WIth the employer by giving misunderstood. Clarity and force and
The modern college is giving much him a wide choice of students from a whimsical homely humor were the

thought today to the subject of voca- whom he may select the type of man qualities he exemplified in talk. He
tional guidance. The cooperative stu- best suited to his needs. was wholly without "side," pose, or
dent however need not depend on psy- . pretence, a~ honest-to-God Lincoln of
chological tests alone for the determi- I would not .have y?U believe from a man, hating bluff and bluster, see-
nation of his aptitude for the subject all the good points which I have men- ing through the indirections and veneer
which he is pursuing. He gets first- boned that all cooperative courses are of others, despising the least touch of
hand experience in his chosen profes- good, or that they always run smooth- deceit because himself so devoid of it,
sion early enough in life to find out ly, or that they are all well adminis- quick to resent injustice because him-
before he has gone too far whether teredo As said before, the weakness self so just and fair. He was a big-
his choice has been a wise one. He of the course Iies in ~he difficulty of its gauge man with no petty jealousies or
re~eives vocational guidance by actual detailed admlnls~ratIon and, fo~ the resentments, an imaginative idealist,
trial and experience while still young pres~~t at least, In the scarcity of men yet a realist with his feet upon the
enough to make a change without too qualified by experience for lt~ con- ground, dealing masterfully with facts,
much loss of time, if such change be duct. Many of the best coordinators but always more interested in prin-
necessary. If he finds that he is on today a~e themselves graduates of a ciples and truths.
the right track and perseveres to coo'pera~Ive course, a.nd. naturally your Frail in health, and obliged there-
graduation, his transition from college UnIver~lty. here In Cincinnati has b~en fore to omit most social activities,
~o actual life is made easier by the and still IS the source from. WhICh Herman Schneider, in his later years,
industrial experience already gained. most of them have come. ThIS fact returned home each evening to lie in

rep:-esellts ~o sm~l1 part of ~he debt bed and read, profiting from this en-
There are, too, a nu~ber of other WhICh American hI.gher education o,v~s forced calm and quiet to think and

very real advantages whIch. accrue to to Herrnan. Schneider .. Though he IS write, leading in these tranquil hours
t~e student by reason of hIS coopera- g?n~ he still Iives In .hIs students and a life of the spirit. U pan others he
~IV~ expenences. Thus he gains an disciples, as well as In the new con- urged "taking time out to be alone and
insight In.to labor pro~lems at an early cepts of educati0!1 which he has given to read some old wisdom, the older
age an.d In a!ter life IS able to. regard to the .world. It IS perhaps t~o soon to the better." Said he, "You can clarify
them .Impartlally from both SIdes of ap~recla~e proper}y the h~gh rank issues for yourself by withdrawing
the picture, for he gets actual first- which hIS na~e WIll assume In the an- from the strife and getting a crystal-
hand knowledge. of the men. whom he nals of education, In these days w~en lization of fundamentals through a
may later. s,:pe.rlntend or d.lrect. He doze.n~ of petty ~ducat?rs are seeking quiet session now and then with the
learns a discipline an~ obed~ence from pubhcl.ty by the invention of sC?me al- ancients. For today's problems are
shop .or buslne~s routme WhI<:h no col- leg~d improvement or novelty In ~du- age-old in essence; only the setting and
lege IS able to Impose upon him. As a cational met.hod, Herman ~chneI~er the details vary." Sometimes on a
result he deyelops respec.t for author- stands as a giant amon~ pygmies, E~lOt Sunday he would retreat to his office
ity. If he IS a student In a business of Harvard freed hlg~~r edt;caho.n in the empty University building of
or cOl?m~rce course he learns business from. the bonds of tradition Wlt~ hIS his own planning, where he felt, he
organIz~tIon and methods at. first-hand. el~ctIve system .. Harper of Chicago said, "a sense of peace and purpose
~f h~ IS aI! engmeer, he. IS brought laid the fouJ.1datt?ns of. the modern and order and rationality."
Into . immediate contact WIth the eco- American University. GIlman of Hop-
n?mIC as well as the technical side of kins gave us our first design for gradu- The wonder was that in his active
~IS profession. He also is constantly ate study and research. With these day-times Herman Schneider had been
In touch with modern shop practices great minds Herman Schneider may able to accomplish so much. He had
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created and directed colleges and di- joiced to set students thinking. It is foregathering with musicians and
visions; had been called as expert to a fascinating experience, he wrote, "to establishing a student symphony. Now
aid in the reorganization of the New watch a youngster looking inward it was art, and he was hobnobbing
York city schools; had projected and when you confront him with the sim- with painters and hanging the walls
set going a Cincinnati Resource Sur- ple question, 'What do you do that of the Engineering College with pic-
vey; had induced the Tanners' Council obliterates time?' ... Similarly, it is tures which he had inspired his classes
of America to locate its research lab- worth extended effort to witness the to provide. Now it was Oriental art
oratory at the University and the revival of a youngster when he has and philosophy, and he was bringing
Lithographic Technical Foundation to failed on a job and is spiritually down, here a specialist on India from the
do the same. He had established an and you say to him, 'All right, now South Kensington Museum and read-
Institute of Scientific Research, and a let's take your failure oy the scruff of ing deeply himself in such fields. And
Basic Science Research Laboratory, the neck and make it work for you'." now it was fiction and he was writing
He had merged the Evening College . . . . short stories and a novel. Now it was
of Commerce with the College of Original himself, the D~a.n 'Yas .lm- the School of Applied Arts and now
Commerce, put the College of Engi- pressed by any trace of originality In a the Business Men's Group meeting to
nee ring on a cooperative basis, and student, ready to excus~ from final ex- hear experts in the evenings. N ow it
inaugurated evening sessions for a arnmations those who In a course had was Basic Science, the conception of
Business and Professional Men's shown novelty. of attack or. unusual a laboratory that would break down
Group, and later had combined all such ~rasp of a subject, It ~as imagma- the water-tight divisions between de-
activities and those of the College of tion, the creative quality, that .he partments and use the specialists in
Arts in a new division called the Eve- sought for. r:r:he boy who could In- each and those from technical staffs of
ning College. During the Great War vent a ne,:, piece of apparatus or.a great corporations and their expensive
he had served in Washington as di- novel solution for a problem won his apparatus. Thus he investigated the
rector of the Industrial Service Sec- Instant favor. Such b.oys he trea.ted laws of frictions, the explosive process
tion of the Ordnance Department, and as a f~ther proud of hIS sons. ~~tld- in gas engines, and the treatment of
then as member of the War Depart- les.s himself, he looked for ~rtlhant fruit juices with violet rays.
me nt's Committee on Education and children among the boys committed to S h ider' husii fl d
Special Training. In labor disputes in his care. And he had an uncanny Dean . c ner er sent usiasms are
Cincinnati he acted as arbitrator, win- faculty of recognizing intangibles in up and flickered down because he could
ning the confidence of both workers the future engineer who might fail in ue~er stop ~lth any one Interes~. Yet,
and employers, and at the time of his courses but who was destined later to whtle that Interes~ burned brightest,
d th h h d I d d t b make good. I t was personality that he could talk of .httle else, and those

ea e a p anne an was 0 e. ". h lted him on other mattersa permanent consultant in the great he prized above all. Conventional- w 0 consu . . ..
C ti S h 1 f N th t ities and good manners" he wrote must first listen to hIS exposition ofoopera rve c 00 0 or wes ern " h hi . h' tt ti tUniversit '11' d 11 · "are a part of being dressed and pre t e t ing engaging IS a en Ion a.rnversi y, a seven mr Ion 0 ar proj- - H· husi d
ect financed by Mr. Walter P. Murphy, sentable. But personality is a radia- t~e mo~en~. IS ent usiasm rna e
who sought his advice on the design- tion all one's own. It is the dynamic him an Inspired researcher .and teach~r.
· f b ildi d th 1 ti f characteristic. Be yourself heartily." It .1!1ade him also an Inspired and In-mg 0 UI lngs an e ~e ec Ion 0 spirmg salesman. As Dean Gowdy has
staff. F?r sheer la~k of time he .had As administrator Dean Scnneider said: "He was a salesman of excep-
been obliged to decltne doz.ens of jobs was himself and the ape of no man. tional ability, the more so because he
-a11?-0ng t~e~ the. first CIty Manag- He was a curious combination of con- sold ideas rather than gadgets. The
ership of Cincinnati. fidence and modesty. Though no one convincing quality of his argument was

Herman Schneider's ift for or ani- felt surer of himself, no on~ more hated the re~ult of 'his own conviction. He
zation unfolded as he g develo e! di- blusterers and self-advertlser.s: "Hol- w':l~ hiS own first pro~pect and m<?st
vision after division in the UJversity lering has blcw.~et~d .humlhty," he crItIcal. customer ... Unttl h~ was satis-
until he was occupying, not a chair, wou.ld lament. Llf.e IS a mess of fied .With the V~ltdlty of hIS own con-
but a settee. Then came an invita- !llarlonette shows with bar~ers blar- elusions, h~ did ~ot try t? conve~t
tion to the throne. Against his wish, mg a! us through every medium of. ex- others to his vle~. Then hIS enthusi-
he was drafted into the Presidency. pression. · · . I abhor · · . the spotlight asm was contagious.
Some had thought that in this office he up-frotllhter wbho thads nOt glow of hh1s Somewhat strange for one who had

ld d k 1 . . .. own e car ona e pou er pigeon wOE 1wou ten to rna e t ae mstitution Just b bb'l . d f hi h t d never traveled even to urope, etI .fi d 1 1 f h 1 b 1 u es WIS om rom IS c es ana g ~rl e SC100 0 tec no ogy, ~t ie the flamboyant fla -pointer who ' 0 ld alone. the Far E~st, was He.rman
studied each college and grew Unlver- t h' gt d d" H'w ul Schneider's enthusiasm for Oriental
it . d d deavori d d rouse you 0 IS S an ar . IS co - hinese wi d H f ISI y-rnm e , en eavormg to un erstan 1 f d h·" t d art and for C mese WIS om. e e t

d d 1 'th 11 f . 1 H h d sti eagues oun im a grea an ver- . .an ea WI a air y. e a stipu- til h t h iti for these a romantrc passion. He found
1 t d th h ld rwi hd sa 1 e c arac er w 0 was sensi rve an- . . .a e at e wou Wit raw as soon 1 t· 1 ti 1 d lfi h I, the Oriental superior to the OCCidentalld b f d day rca prac rca an unse s as . . . ·as a successor cou e oun, an f' th "t A d' ' In every phase of art outside of paint-

h R d W It th done 0 em puts 1. ccor ing to.. .w en aymon a ers, ana er gra - th h d d . h " . ing and architecture For the Wisdom
u~te of Lehigh was selected partl~ at 0 ers e. wa~ .en o,":e WIt a ..curt- of the Chinese hi~ enthusiasm was
hIS suggestion Herman Schneider ous and mquirrng mind, that best of 11 "Th Chi hil

o. ' . H ' ifts." "ki dl equa y great. e mese p 1 oso-heaved a Sigh of relief and retired as eaven s gi s, a In y, sympa- h f th Th Centuri (f th" . th ti d t di ture." d·' p ers 0 e ree en unes rom ePresident Emeritus But even during e rc, un ers an mg na ure, an a . h - th the d b f Ch . t) k..' . lit h .. sixt to e lr e ore rlS newhts presidency he had been known only unique persona 1 y W ose sincerity, . bezinni 1 "
D titl hi h h f d d dignity and integrity aroused adrnira what we are Just egmnmg to earn,as ean, ale W IC e pre erre an . - h ld . ti t th t "Wh

h d d . ifi t tion love and respect" e wou say, poin mg au a ena rna e srgrn can . , . Europe didn't have a clothes line, the
D S hneid b th d . . t All are agreed that Herman Schnei - Chinese were in profound debate onean c nei er was 0 a mmis ra- ld .. flati '1"

t d t h A t h h der had an acutely analytical mind 0 age pensions, In ation, mr itarism,or an eac er. s eac er, e saw. . . ~ .fi tId
each student as an individual. He which could strip off non-essentials and paci . sm,.. .. governmen oans an

t th t "Ther e J t d d b pierce to the heart of a problem that public relief, share-the-wealth plan andwro e a ere IS no s an ar oy, " ' h 1 h .
the b b f · t th he was gifted WIth creative imagina- w atever e se as got us Into an erno-oy e ore you IS no e same as . .. 1 "
any other boy he is a new combina- bon, and that he was honesty Itself, tiona stew.
tion." He as'ked himself always in even disposing of his basic patents at I have said that Herman Schneider
what stage is this boy. Is he still a . lower figure than he otherwise liked to write. In ~i~ w~iting the.re was
revolutionary (as all boys tend to be might because he demanded that they freshne~s an~ originality, a gIft. for
in adolescence), is he still a strutter, or should not be ~sed for stock marupu- expression w~thout a~pa.rent artifice.
has be become cooperative? Of what ~atton or adverttsed beyond their mer- !:Ie used the s!mples~ diction, and once
type is he? Is he mental or manual, ItS. And all are agreed that he pos- In rec~mmendlng plain speech he wrote
settled or roving, indoor or outdoor, sessed an. unusual em?t~onal drlv~. an article comp,?sed ent~rel~ of mono-
directed or dependent dynamic or Given to Intense but shifting enthusi- syllables. He did not disdain slang or
static? ' asms, he was quick to seize upon words invented. He knew how to al-

. fresh ideas, always riding some hobby ternate short sentences with long to
As a teacher Herman Schneider re- hard. Now it was music, and he was quicken interest. To The Cooperative
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Engineer he contributed each month a der's creed was faith that part of the occupations. A rest-room and deco-
"Dean's Page" that was pithy, pro- law and order of the world is change. rated surroundings had been tried with-
vocative, almost Emersonian in its wis- "Whether we like it or whether we out success. Then "the foreman got a
dam. Just for fun, as he put it, he don't, evolution is a fact of life," he fine, big, maltese cat and placed it in
wrote all sorts of brief articles, grave said. "You can take it or leave it. the room one morning, before the girls
and gay, and, as a matter of duty, You must take it, and, if possible, like arrived. This solved the trouble com-
various addresses and expositions of it," and he quoted with approval the pletely. The cat compelled rest per-
his views, the most ambitious being a dictum of a Chinese sage that "What iods, for every now an.d -then it would
book on The Problem of Vocational most endures is changeless change." jump into a girl's lap and take her
Guidance. His idealism was admir- So he believed in the concept of prog- attention from her work for a few
ably expressed in a series of sketches ress which events make many of us moments, and in this way relieved the
printed in The Outlook entitled Arthur doubt. "I have always been an in- tension of the high speed and permit-
McQuaid, American, two of them win- corrigible optimist on mankind," he ted the elimination of fatigue poisons
ning acclaim as among the best short wrote. "I am an optimist because over at irregular but sufficiently frequent
stories of the year. He left a manu- a long stretch of years things do work intervals. Every girl planned at home
script which a few of us have been out, man does advance in all of his to bring something in her lunch bas-
privileged to read, a novel dealing with efforts; but with more research and ket for the cat to ~at, where~.s at-
the valiant struggles against privilege more training I am convinced that our tempts. to get them interested m the
and corruption of a young professor blundering along could be an orderly d~coratIons?f rooms faded. When
of political science in an urban uni- march rather than a muddling girls left this firm and :vent where
versity, It is tender, humorous, satir- through." there was no cat, they quickly return-
ical and rich in shrewd comment on ed. Production increased, and peace
life.' A third article in Herlflan Schnei- reigned."

der's creed was his faith in the saving
As an example of Dean Schneider's grace of ,,:or~. To adjust the .indi- Parenthetically, I may. remark that

ability to pinch his opinions into crisp, vidual to. hIS Iife-work was for him a D~an Schneider was so Impressed by
oracular phrasing I may quote his re- prrme object In education, Upon this this experiment that he proposed In-
mark that "Whe~ a worker owns his endeavor depended his whole coopera- stalling in the Engineering College, not
own home, with a bathtub and hot wa- bye system. Framed as a motto in a cat, but a number of parrots to break
ter; when his children go to high his office was t~e l~get;d, ."H~ppy . is the' monotony of. ~ork for the ~tu-
school· when he can afford a flivver to the man whose JOY In life IS hIS daily dents. But a realistic colleague point-
go out' in the country on Sunday; that work.': Said he: . '.'~11 ~hat is best in ed out to him what the first result
worker will just grin at pink piffle." the history of civilization has come would be. Parrots talk, and unregen-

. !rom work, and all that is worst, from erate students would be so energized
More important than such obiter Idleness and the ... sins of idleness. that they would teach the parrots to

dicta were the statements dispersed Mentality i~ the res~llt of phrsical. ac- ~wear. Thereupon, the Dean's enthus-
through Herman Schneider's writings trvity, and In t?rn stimulates It. Think- iasm for parrots faded.
constituting what may be called his mg a~d working are. reciprocal aids. . . .
creed. Its first article as I see it IntegrIty, honesty, discipline sound A fourth article In Herman Schnei-
was faith in a universe ~f law and or~ h.ealth, fair dealing, respect fo; others' der's creed was his be~ief that w~ m':!st
der, our job being to learn more and rlghts-~hese have, come through the r~c?nctl~ co?peratIon In work WIth .1n-
more of such laws and to live in ac- assumption of one s burden of work dividualism In thought. Although him-
cordance with them. "There is Great and the opposites of these are the re~ self an individualist, the Dean in.sisted
Law, and there is little law," he wrote. sult of the desire to dodge the burden." ~pon our need for team play. Said he:
"The Great Law makes the constant . . . If we played baseball as we play the
flow of Nature's progression The lit- T~e hgreat bPerlods In history, he ar- game of life, every player on a team
tIe laws are made by man . The dan- gue, ave. een those of gre~test in- would use all his ingenuity to have
ger to Democracy is that· it will tr dustry. ~lstory shows. that A peo- every other player on that team make
through little laws to 'freeze' its Sy!- ~le w~? w~l1not work WIll fall to swift as many errors and as few hits as
tern and hence run afoul of the Great ecay. ut out of the "busy times possible." But "the highest efficiency
L If it d ·t· ·11 b k d and the problems they make, have can be achieved only on a team which

aw. I oes, 1 WI e wrec e . come the major 'contribution her." h dAnything is wrecked that goes counter H . . . s.... works toget ere W at we nee now
t th G t L D· t t h· ence my conviction that this day and is a Declaration of Dependence noto e rea aw. lC a ors IpS are ·11 h t I W '
I k d A 'f 'D age WI ave grea resu ts. e are of Independence We need to recog-a ways wrec e . rozen emoc-· . 0 b I . - :. - .. D· t t hi f h 1· 1 I In a new renaissance. ur 0 stac es ruze that enlightened self-interestracy IS a ICa ors ip 0 t e Itt e aw, d th h· . f .

O I D· t t hi ·1 h are many, an e seer necessity 0 should itself make each man hIS broth-n y one ICa ors rp prevai s-t 'e li in set t ti th I ...Di t t hi f G L " v g s us 0 surmoun mg em. n er's keeper SInce he WIll thus deriveICa ors lp 0 reat aw, th d f t d . h ' ..~ er w?r s, we are con ron e WIt more benefits than from exploiting
., live-or-die problems, and we want to him

I t was part of Dean Schneider's love live. To that end we apply our minds ·
of l~w an.d. ~rder to. c~>t~ceiveof man- and t~e result is th<;>ught.:- deep; With i uant humor the Dean wrote
~lnd s act~vltIes. as dividing themselv~s searching ~hought - II! reltgl0t,;, eco- of our xieid for combining the whim-
In!o. ~erta:n maJ.or parts: an Economic nomics, SCIence and philosophy, sical individualism of the monkey (or
!?lvlslon, In which we me~t our mate- .. bandar-log, as Kipling called him)
rial needs. of food, clothing, shelter, Yet Dean Schneider recognized that with the serious social collectivism of
trar:sportatIon ~1?-~ po~er; !1 Human chal1:ged conditions of labor today have the bee. The bee cooperates magni-
Adjustments DIVISIon, m which we set entailed two evtls-mass production ficently, but he doesn't think. "He
up mecha~I~ms to get along together within closed walls, and specialization is part of a machine that is part of a
In our pohtIcal.arrangements; ~ ~.en- that destroys individual interest in the bigger machine. If he did think, he
tal and Physical Health DIVISIon, product as a whole-the good old would tend to become individualistic
whi<:h. covers bro~dlJ: the p.ra;c!ice?f craftsmanship. H,~ deplored the fact and the moment that happened, the or~
me?IClne; an AsptratI0t;s Division, In that as. a result .energlzlng; 'York IS ganization would begin to wobble."
WhICh are released man s ~r.oplngs to- ~ec~~aslng, enervating work IS lncre~s- But some day nature may unite the
ward the need of the SPlrt.t. as they mg. Steps must b.e taken, h~ said, virtue of the bee and the bandar-log
manifest themselves In religion, art, to energize work, to Intersperse It With in a bandar-bee that we should emu-
m~sic, literat.ure, the ethical philoso- moments of relaxation, H~ loved to late, one who will prov<: highly coop-
phies and SCIence; and an Education tell of an energizrng experiment that erative for a few working hours and
Division, in which we search for truth, relieved the monotony suffered by girl then highly individualistic for the rest
conserve it, teach it. He believed that workers in a piano factory. The girls of the day .... The date when the
upon a perception of the scope of each were discontented at their task of as- bandar-bee will appear on earth de-
of these five expressions of life, all sembling parts of the mechanism which pends upon the amount of hammering
education should be patterned. transmits action to the strings when which mankind must undergo to pound

a piano key is struck. They were bored into it a realization of the fact that
A second article in Herman Schnei- and nervous and often shifted to other in the long run self-interest can be



most permanently promoted by intense that every time a basic research sci- . "My shoes serve my feet by keep-
and unselfish cooperation In production entist emerges from the depths of hIS mg thelu from being bruised. My
and distribution." ,,:or~, he brings with him strong con- clothes protect me from the elements.

. . ., victions of an Over-all Intelligence, My glasses are tools for my weak eyes
A fifth ar~tcle .tn ?erman Schneider s and the possession by each of us of But you do not see Me. .

creedwas his faith In the common man something that goes marching on, a
combined with hIS belief that democ- Soul if you will Tennyson's line .
racy is worth-while as implying equa1- 'On~ God one la~ one element' i~ "Then IS .my physical body denuded
ity of opportunity for all, the chance good scie~tific doctrine today'" of these things, I? No; for I say to
for leaders to arise anywhere. "For- . my legs, 'Walk over there;' I say to
tunately for us," he wrote, "it is one of In an article on Cleaning the Attic my hands, 'Lift this book;' I say to
the characteristics of America that its Dean Schneider wrote of our habit of my eyes, 'Look at that flower;' I say
social stratification is vertical, and not periodically bringing down from the to my tongue, 'Repeat these words.'
horizontal. Brains are just as likely attic to the living-room stuff that we My legs and arms and eyes are tools,
to be born on an alley as on an ave- had mistakenly discarded. "Just now," ~s my .glasses are tools. So my phys-
nue-Sometimes I think more likely. he wrote, "we are on an attic-cleaning lca} being IS not 1. I call my physical
... There is no known rule of hered- orgy ... in a stew as to what to throw being my NUMBER TWO. And still
ity for personality. . . . There is a ~u~ and what to bring down to the you do not see Me.
divine right of leadership, but it does living-room again But most amaz-
not descend from father to son; it is ing and significant is. the fa~t. that "Then is my mind, which directs my
conferred in utter disregard of wealth, great scientists - Pupin, Millikan, body, I? No; for when I think evil
creed, name, condition or caste,-and LC?dg7, and. m~ny m.o~e-insist. upon and do .evi~,something beyond my mind
it is non-transferable. The personal- bringing belief In a DIVIne Intelhgence lashes It; It stands me up and calls me
ity which creates leadership pushes in- (God, if you prefer) and belief in an to account. It sits in judgment. Like
stinctively above the dead level; above Immortal Soul back to the living- the Law, it can be flouted, but it is
mediocrity; and the fight up through room .... In delving deeper and deeper there all the time .... So back of the
the mass is what gives the leader the into Nature they have come face to thinking mechanism which I consci-
strength to supplement personality." face with the Great Fact-the great ously operate, there is something else.

. dual interlinked fact of the Divine In- My thinking mechanism I call my
It is the business then of education telligence and the Immortal Soul." NUMBER THREE. And the some-

to discover the future leaders. "Sure- thing else back of it I call my NUM-
ly education can. pe,;form no g~~ater J\not~er expression of Dean Schne!- B~R ~OUR. The Number Four is 1.
service to humanity, h~. wrote, than der s faith In splr,I,tual valu~s was hIS My glasses, my shoes,-like pencils,
to seek out ;nen of a?Ihty .and train stat~ment that: . You can. t go very shovels, and machinery,-are tools of
them to devise and direct In such a far m modern science, groping toward my body. My body is the tool and
way that huge material forces shall be an understanding of its .absolutely per- the tool house, of my mind. My 'mind
our servants rather than our masters: fect laws, without being forced-to is the tool of the real Me
and that the spiritual note shall always your knees I almost said-to the con- .
ring out above, and as a part of, the viction that back of the whole scheme "
song of the anvil. of things there is a most amazing Di- We pass each other on the street,

vine Intelligence .... When I talk like we shake hands, we talk, we work to-
A sixth and final article in Herman this to older people, they set me down gether, but we rarely meet each other.

Schneider's creed was this faith in the as a little odd (and that doesn't worry We really meet only when our. NUM-
transcendental. He was half a mystic. me), but the young-sters take hold of BER FOURS mee~. My mind and
Even in his approach to science he was it. They want it. They never wanted body can shape their tools. So also
mystical at times, letting his feelings it so much as they do now. This gen- the tool I call my ~UMBER THREE
dictate, as in his belief that the quan- eration doesn't like the notion of being can be shaped. Lt.ke the Antecedent,
tum theory would revolutionize biolo- valiant dust building on dust, with there IS nothing h~?her to shape It."
gy. In his first Commencement Ad- what we call civilization crumbling to Then he added: Men are of two
dress as President of the University, chaos every so often through individual types. One .follows the law of real
he talked of the "divine within us and mass materialism of the gross progress, having the shoes and glasses
striving to an indefinable something kind." He was thinking of Kipling's and machinery se:ve the body, ~he
beyond and above the day's living, the lines: body serve ~h~ mind, and the mind
day's fame, the day's knowledge." serve the spirit. The other type re-
That, too, was the faith of his fictional "All valiant dust that builds on dust ve;s.es the order. Its mind Ign?reS the
character Arthur McQuaid, the philo- And, guarding, calls not Thee to spirit and serves the. body, an? Its body
sophie cobbler, in whom "wonder at guard." ~erves Its clothes,. Its machlne~y and
the glory of the works of the Lord Its sho~y accessories. These, like ~h~
grew unbounded," and found utterance One other statement most character- moth miller, are dust before they die.
in poetic prayer. In beginning his vol- istically reveals Herman Schneider's
ume on The Problems of Vocational personal belief concerning the Soul. I Need I tell you that with Herman
Guidance the Dean wrote: "There are cannot better conclude this summary Schneider, the machin;ry was always
no satisfactions like those of the spirit. than by quoting it. used to serve the body, the body the
If a man has these, he can endure mind, and the mind the spirit? Today
much. If he does not have them, all "When I walk by, and you say to the machinery and the body are n~
other favors of fate but sicken his your friend, 'There goes So-and-so,' more, but the mind survives in such
soul." In his prophecy of probable what do you mean?" he asked. "What words as I have quoted here and in
trends for the future, seale4 in 1928 in you see are my clothes, my shoes, my the institutions and systems it created,
the cornerstone of the Union Central hat, my glasses, my face and my hands. and in the far-reaching influence it
Annex, he spoke of the unexpected Is that I? You will agree there is exerted; and who can doubt that the
spiritual by-products of scientific re- more inside. But what you see I call eager spirit which we knew, admired
search, saying: "It is a curious fact my NUMBER ONE. and loved, is vital and vibrant still?
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PLASTICS TAKE TO THE AIR
Monroe Duke, Aero.E. '42

The plastics and aircraft industries are successfully extending themselves
in pioneering molded airplanes. The potentialities for low-cost mass pro-
duction may within the next decade bring about the era of IIflivver" planes.

THE airplane industry is well established at the After months of work, when the manufacturer
foot of the industrial class in which labor- surveys the jumble of his half-completed airplane,

saving and finesse of manufacturing methods are he probably feels an urge to discontinue produc-
considered in speed of mass production. The tion and to forget the frail possibility of finding
modern airplane is virtually hand-made; this customers for his finished products. An added
statement indicates that airplane companies are worry looms in the fact th-at rival companies' con-
struggling through the doldrums of the manufac- tinual improvements in design may make his
turing age, while straining to fill mammoth or- model obsolete before it is completed. Regardless
ders. Unlike the automobile industry, in which of all the complications and excessive time con-
an automobile can be completely assembled in an sumption involved, airplanes continue to travel
hour, the aeronautical industry requires days for their tedious way along assembly lines. The man-
the assembly of a single airplane. The aviation ufacturing pace of this swiftest and most mod-
industry is nervously viewing the increasing ne- ern transportation device is a paradox of the
cessity for manufacturing methods which will en- machine-age; with belligerent nations, its seri-
able it to meet the growing demand for airplanes ousness is far more than paradoxical.
without requiring years for the completion of As a contrast, let us now consider an infant of
single contracts. the plastic industries: an airplane, whose entire

Military airplanes, which are usually of all- fuselage can be molded of a plastic compound in
metal construction, require a tremendous amount two hours and thirty-five minutes. For this novel
of labor on the assembly line. As many as 30,000 craft, in which may be the answer to numerous
man-hours are required to build one modern production problems that have been troubling the
bomber after the experimental airplane has been entire airplane industry, much credit should go
completed and production has begun. Perhaps we to Col. V. E. Clark, the U. S. Army's chief avia-
should add to this sum about 500,000 man-hours tion engineer during the World War.
of engineering work and assembly labor that are Colonel 'Clark's plastic airplane, designated
consumed in building the initial experimental "F-46A" is now about two and one-half years old.
ship. An idea of the tremendous amount of work For most of its existence the plane has been flown
involved in metal airplane manufacture may be about the country acquiring deliberate exposure
obtained through a consideration of the fact that to every kind of weather which an airplane might
some parts of an airplane's surface require a be expected to encounter. While other aircraft
period of four hours for two men to rivet a single look for bright skies, the "Clark 46" has searched
square foot of the metal skin. Hundreds of thou- for the darkest clouds in quest of rain, sleet, snow,
sands of rivets are used to assemble the airplane's and rough flying conditions. Always the purpose
structure and to fasten the skin onto the com- has been to give the plane the most gruelling nat-
pleted framework. Each of these rivets must be ural tests that could be found. Today the plane
set by hand, representing an average cost of four has passed them in complete accordance with the
cents. Furthermore, on a 300-mile-per-hour air- desired results.
plane, the desirable aerodynamic efficiency re- The plastic fuselage of the Clark airplane was
quires that all rivets on the outer surface be level molded smooth and rivetless, but for comparative
with the skin, thus leaving no protruding ridges purposes the wing was made of the conventional
to interrupt the air stream and increase the drag wood construction. The difference in wearing
of the plane. The practical impossibility of flat- qualities of the two materials after months of
tening a rivet head to such a degree raises the hard usage is easily discernible. The wing shows
installation cost of each such rivet an estimated clear signs of repair, while the fuselage, except
fifty per cent. for a few slight indentations caused by stones
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tion of the two without specific characteristics of
either. The finished product is fireproof and re-
sistant to chipping, corrosion, water, oil and acid;
in some respects, it is stronger than metal.

Soon after the advent of Colonel Clark's plastic
airplane, the Timm Aircraft Corporation of Van
Nuys, California, announced the completion of a
plastic military training airplane late in 1939.
Unlike the Clark plane, Timm's contribution,
(called the "Timm Trainer") has both a molded
fuselage and a molded wing. The "Timm
Trainer" is a low-wing monoplane designed and
constructed to conform with the requirements of
the U. S. Army Air Corps. The wing is formed
by fitting molded upper and lower halves of "skin"
over a conventional system of spars and ribs.
The skin is then secured to this framework by
bonding and sealing it at all points of contact with
a phenol process. The spars in this framework
are laminated, Nuyon-processed spruce wood and
the ribs are made from a three-ply web of resin-
ous bonded plywood. The fuselage, of semi-
monocoque construction, is formed by uniting two
molded half-sections of skin over a light frame-
work to form a single shell. This fuselage is per-
fectly smooth, and lacks exposed rivets, seams or
overlaps that might add to the drag of the air-
plane.

The Timm "plastic," which may be formed to
any desirable shape by the use of heat and pres-
sure, is a triple-laminated spruce plywood heavily
impregnated with bakelite. The sheets to be
molded are first stamped to the required blank
shapes by use of dies, and the presses are heated
for the operation. The substance is extremely
strong, fireproof (even under the flame of a blow-
torch), and can be molded easily into fuselage,
wing and tail parts. Other advantages of this
plastic are its resistance to salt water, oil, gaso-
line, insect and fungus attacks, and its extreme
strength and light weight. The material is strong
enough to successfully resist any ordinary buck-
ling.

MANY ADVANTAGES

Research and experimental work were carried
on for nearly a year before construction was be-
gun on this latest molded plane. The labor cost
of producing the plane is considered a fraction of
that usually involved in making a similar metal
ship; this saving in labor, which is reflected in
the sale price of the plane, allows the customer
an initial saving of 25 per cent or more. Should
conditions warrant, the Timm plane could be
readily adapted to mass-production manufactur-
ing. Another advantage of this ship, as claimed
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-Courtesy Aviation
The Timm Trainer

striking- the underside during landing and taking-
off, is as smooth and scarless as it was on the day
the plane first took to the air; only a faint seam
shows where the two 20-foot half-shells of fuse-
lage are joined together. The inside is completely
f.ree of structural supports, and the smoothness
and simplicity of construction contrast sharply
with the thousands of rivets on the outside, and
the maze of stringers, stiffeners, and structural
braces found on the inside of a metal plane.
"Duramold" is the commercial name that has been
given to this new plastic. The material is a lam-
inated plastic similar to that used in table tops
and other fixtures found in night clubs or cafe-
terias.

Colonel Clark was interested in molded air-
planes as far back as World War days, during
which period he instigated a series of experiments
concerning the molding of plywood in curved
shapes. However, he abandoned these experi-
ments because of the difficulty involved in shap-
ing plywood into permanently smooth contours;
he and his technicians found similar difficulty in
locating an adhesive that- would protect the wood
from deterioration. Plywood itself finally proved
to be unsatisfactory for molding processes be-
cause of its susce-ptibility to rot, fungi, moisture
and eventual warp.

The actual composition and manufacture of
"Duramold" have remained a well-guarded secret
and these things can only be surmised; it is
known, however, that the properties of the mate-

-rial range between those of plywood and a true
plastic. A laminated product, such as plywood,
uses a fiber for its base and is bonded by a resin,
which serves as an adhesive, and by a forming
and a coating agent. A true plastic, which has
resin as its base and mayor may not use a rein-
forcing filler, requires high temperatures and
pressure for molding, whereas "Duramold' is
molded inexpensively in a die. One can only con-
jecture as to how this is done, but it is probable
that the process consists in placing strips of long-
grained wood in a mold and partially impregnat-
ing them with a phenolic resin. Pressure is then
applied and the resulting product is no longer a
cohesive mass of wood or resin, but is a combina-
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-Courtesy Mechanical Engineering
Col. V. E. Clark's two and one-half year old "F-46A"

by the Timm Company, is its relative immunity this essential item, the aeronautical engineer has
to shrapnel or machine gun damage as compared never been able to design a structure intelligently.
to ordinary planes. If such a plane were dam- The tensile strength of a plastic varies with the
aged in war maneuvers, it could be repaired in type or grade of material, but tests up to 7,000 or
the field more easily and swiftly than a metal 8,000 pounds per square inch have been noted.
airplane. The compressive strength, as determined by

The revised engineering and design work have Clark, is seen to be exceptional compared to that
already been completed on the latest Timm ven- of materials now used similarly in production.
ture, for which the organization has purchased Plastics first found a place in the airplane indus-
the design rights to the Howard Hughes racer try because of their utility as material for small
which now holds the west-east transcontinental parts and accessories, but in recent years they
speed record. The company plans to use a plastic have gradually been tried for larger parts. One
construction on this large ship and on a military of the most interesting adaptations has used bake-
pursuit plane which is modeled on a revision of lite in the production of propellers. Such blades
the Hughes design; the same manufacturing possess abnormal mechanical strength and high
methods employed on the "Timm Trainer" will resistance to abrasion and warp; other propellers
be used on the forthcoming ship. The organiza- have been produced by direct molding from lam-
tion also plans to fit the new pursuit ships with inated molding material. The cost of steel molds
1250-horsepower engines, confident that the new is high, but the increasing number of each type
craft will have a driving speed in excess of 400 produced tends to compensate for this disadvan-
miles per hour. tage. Such propellers are not always solid lamin-

Plastics have always been of interest to the air- ated materials, but are frequently molded about
plane manufacturer because of their relatively a core of fusible material suitably located in the
low specific gravity. The specific gravity of most mold. The metal core is subsequently removed
plastic lies between 1.0 and 1.6, far below that of by melting.
other materials used in aircraft construction. This Although Clark and Timm have been the plas-
lightness is ideal for the manufacturers' purpose tic airplane pioneers, they are not the only ones
but the producers have long doubted the applica- engaged in experimental work on the subject.
tion of plastics for the primary structure of air- In at least three nations, leading airplane manu-
planes, mainly because data concerning the me- facturers are considering the idea. In the United
chanical properties of plastics have never been States the Glenn L. Martin- Company has been
well established; data on fatigue characteristics conducting research work at its plant for about
have been practically non-existent, and without (Continued on Page 32)
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· ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Philip Seeskin and Robert Panian, E.E. 140

EARLY last fall the A. 1. Ch.E. claimed the title ferino Rollerdrome. The general atmosphere of
of the most active group on the campus and unbridled hilarity, the strident music of the

at that time this right was not disputed. How- orchestra, and the staccato thuds of falling
ever, during the past few months a dark horse has bodies made it difficult to carryon business ac-
come up fast to challenge for this honor. cording to the accepted procedure. However, this

The A. I. E. E., the little man who wasn't there, meeting was not a total loss from the engineering
started its winter program of activities by having standpoint. One pre-junior member was over-
as its guests forty electrical engineering students heard justifying his frequent spills with the fol-
from Ohio State University. As soon as the vis- lowing erudite discussion: "Because of the low
itors had registered at the Central Y.M.C.A. they coefficient of friction and the law of gravitation,
were rushed to a dinner meeting at the Union. sudden displacements .of his center of gravity

After the dinner meeting those present ad- made essential an immediate readjustment of the
journed to Wilson Auditorium, where Homer relative positions of his body and the floor."
Dudley of the Bell Telephone Laboratories dem- The "electricals" ended the second semester of
onstrated the Vocoder, a device which first takes Section I with a good old-fashioned brawl at
a speaker's voice apart, measures the component Kiefer's Restaurant. Those present, after having
parts and then builds a related new voice with appeased their epicurean desires, were informed
electrical vibrations. The laughter of the audi- that a newly organized club, "The Royal Order of
ence swelled to a crescendo when Professor A. M. the Butcher Knife and Lantern," was to initiate
Wilson was called to assist in the demonstration. two new members: Professors Wilson and Hoff-
In his role of "stooge" the Professor spoke into a mann. These neophytes, each with his right hand
microphone while out of a loud speaker came a on a copy of "Christie" (Electrical Engineering
new voice, speaking sometimes with no expression textbook), were then sworn into membership.
and sometimes with great expression. Sometimes The official insignia of the organization, consist-
this voice was extremely high-pitched and at ing of a butcher knife and a lantern, was pre-
other times low-pitched. Inspired by this demon- sented to the head of the Electrical Department.
stration, the visitors in the company of their hosts The remainder of the evening was marked by
indulged until the wee hours of the morning in spontaneous bursts of song, card games, and lib-
some of the "cultural pursuits" associated with eral use of the contents of the much-abused barrel.
Cincinnati night life. The gang in the Engine House concedes super-

A few weeks after the visit of their "partners iority in the academic field to the Mechanical En-
in crime" from Columbus, members of the A. I. gineering Faculty, but maintain that they are far
E. E. held a rather informal meeting at the Sef- above their instructors in other lines of endeavor.
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To prove this point, senior members of the Alpha Chi Sigma, along with the professional
A.S.M.E. challenged their faculty to a "loser-pay- chapter, held a joint meeting with the American
all" bowling match. Mergard's Bowling Alleys Chemical Society. Over a hundred who were
were selected as the site for this contest, and present at the dinner retreated to the new chem-
much to the chagrin of the students, the faculty istry auditorium where they listened to a lecture
won two of the three games played. Although by DT. J. H. Mathews, head of the Department
the heads of the mechanical seniors are bloody, of Chemical Engineering at the University of
they are unbowed in their determination to chal- Wisconsin. Dr. Mathews' interesting lecture on
lenge the faculty again as soon as they find three scientific criminology proved to be quite a draw-
of their members who can bowl at least 100. ing card, for over four hundred people packed the

The A. I. Ch. E. made its debut of the new year auditorium to overflowing. The pledges gave a
at a "coming out party" in the grill of the Student .stag party for the actives at Don- Rindsberg's
Union. The affair bordered on the super-formal home, where beer, eats, ping-pong, craps, poker,
since such exacting requirements as one tie, one bridge, "hearts," and other equally absorbing fac-
pair of shoes (on feet) and one store-bought coat tors kept everyone in fine spirits.
had to be fulfilled by those attending. The stuffed- Delta Kappa Sigma, in true Civil Engineering
shirt atmosphere was dissipated early by group- style, held a dinner meeting in the Student Union
singing to the accompaniment of music furnished at which they installed James Bradner. Mr. Brad-
by the "infamous" A. I. Ch. E. Ensemble. AI- ner, a U. C. graduate, is City Manager of Norris,
though handicapped by their shoes, the "Lil' Ab- Tennessee.
ners" of the Chemical Department swayed in time Many alumni were present at an Eta Kappa Nu
to the scintillating rhythms of the "juke box." In stag party at the home of Professor Hoffmann,
keeping with the generally high cultural level of where good food and drink combined to loosen the
the evening's entertainment, the members of the ready wit of those present. A special feature of
Gas House Gang limited their liquid consumption the entertainment was the showing of moving pic-
to Coco-Cola and milk. tures of Canada and the East Indies.

The big bashful brutes of the Civil Department The quest of the Mechanical Engineers for good
are evidently interested in those social affairs bowlers influenced Pi Tau Sigma to have a bowl-
wherein the consumption of food looms important ing party. The members, inspired by their girl
on the program. This conclusion is drawn from friends, ran up very high scores. Later their girl
the fact that the A.S.C.E. has limited its recent friends took the initiative and ran up the bills at
social activities to two dinner meetings. The ob- their favorite "sandwich shoppes."
vious inference is that "When bigger and better All the actives of Tau Beta Pi were present for
dinner meetings are held, the A.S.C.E. will hold the Initiation Banquet at the Metropole Hotel.
them." The usual speeches of welcome and response we're

The creation of a Business Administration Club made by Bob Vetter and Gene Feerer respectively.
on the campus seems to indicate that Professor Dr. Bird, acting as M. C., introduced the speaker
Bird has hammered home some sound economic of the evening by this catchy ditty:
principles. Previous to the formation of this club, "No matter the title
the engineering activity fees of the Business Ad- It's sure to be vital
ministration students had been placed in the gen- If it comes from the brain of McGrane."
eral engineering fund, but now this money will In his talk, Professor McGrane discussed the neu-
be at the disposal of the new organization. How- trality of the United States.
ever, when students in the Bus.Ad. Department Tau Beta Pi's second initiation dance of the
are asked about the club, they insist that the real school year was held at the Kemper Lane Hotel.
purpose behind its formation is to obtain repre- The combination of the beautifully appointed ball-
sentation on the Engineering Tribunal. room, the young ladies with their flowing evening

The Co-ep Club, in keeping with the Leap Year gowns and white corsages, and the engineers clad
Spirit, sponsored two Tea Dances in the Student also in their very, very best finery, provided for
Union Grill. A feature of the first of these dances the new members an appropriate introduction to
was the presence of the Ohio State electrical en- the activities of the highest honorary fraternity
gineering students who were visiting the campus in the Engineering College. .
at that time. This dance was so successful that Music was furnished by Larry Pachoud's Or-
the Co-eps of the second section sponsored an- chestra and the dignity of the occasion was some-
other, which attracted a still larger and more en- what lessened by frequent unsolicited vocal ren-
thusiastic group than the first. ditions of "My Wild Irish Rose."
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CO-OP DAY
3 4 5

2

I 12

1. Cynical character, whose caustic comment includes "'Taint practical," and, "Who don't know
that?" The glasses are for defense purposes.

2. Mothers, squabbling about what to see first, see nothing and spend the day on a "back-fence basis."

3. This enterprising gent gives numerous valuable suggestions to demonstrators. Spends his epare
time inventing noiseless alarm clocks.

4. Expounding demonstrator, who takes science to the public, and proclaims numerous memorized facts.

5. The high school dictator, who comes to show off his football letter and to do research work in giving
"hot-foots." Who dealt in the boy urith. the "rope?"

12. Love (or loving) on a mechanized basis. Resemble tangled wires in electrical lab.
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CARICATURES
16 8

II 10

6. Daisies won't tell, but these orchids are presents for the worker whose patience outlives numerous
females' questions.

7. This blushing guide finds relief from inquiries of females by adjusting his tie or by feigning deafness.

8. "Moon-eyed gal" whose discovery of the "darling" blue eyes of a "frightfully handsome" demon-
strator causes her to spend the afternoon learning what makes water boil.

9. An unfortunate janitor partaking of an extra bowl of "Super Wheat Slabs" before attacking the
debris of the day.

10. Percival gloats over the future priceless value of his complete notes of everything from short waves
to attending short wives.

11. The old man, dragged to the exhibits by a spirited offspring, plots angles of inclination on a soft
chair in the Union lounge.
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THE CENTER OF UNIVERSITY LIFE
Donald Dahlman. Bus.Ad. 141

Our spacious Union is a brilliant escape from the dingy, obscure Commons
of a few years ago. This article recalls the laborious effort exerted to obtain
it in t'he hope that a more respectful appreciation of its function will prevail.

THE Union, established to take care of the social through the halls of old McMicken Commons.
needs of the students, did not "jes' grow" like This, plus the depression following, resulted in

Topsey. It was the result of many years of hard an agreement that bond issues would be curtailed
work. All of us are interested, but few of us to keep down taxes. As a result, only installments
know the colorful details that went to make up of the $1,700,000 could be issued at intervals, thus
the history of this $600,000 building. forcing the University to curtail its program of

Perhaps I too would have been content to re- expansion.
main in ignorance had not Frederick Herbert In the spring of 1933, the Board of Directors
Koch returned to the campus two years ago. After requested the City Council of Cincinnati to issue
eight years absence, he wanted to know what had the bonds voted by the people of Cincinnati for
happened to the bond issue passed to build a Stu- the "erection of a Student Service Building.'
dent Service Building. This request was followed by a statement from

Mr. Koch was an important person in the con- President Walters, who gave a descriptive out-
ception of the Union. Working under the Board line of the plans for the building. The students
of Directors and President Schneider, he organ- of the University showed their support by voting,
ized the student body into groups covering every through Student Council, to pay a $5.00 fee per
precinct in the city. It was he who supervised the student each year to pay for the cost of main-
placing of at least one student at every poll on that tenance.
rainy day of November 5, 1929, when the city In 1935 City Council decided to issue the bonds
fathers "voted in" a $1,700,000 bond issue. as authorized; this gave the University $320,000

This was the second attempt of the Board of for the erection of the Union. At the same time
Directors to have a bond issue passed, and Mr. a grant of $257,580 was obtained from the Fed-
Koch told me that the Board was not missing any eral Emergency Administration of Public Works,
opportunities. One of the first problems confront- thus practically doubling the sum and as a result
ing the members was the education of the citizens. making possible one of the most modern, efficient
To accomplish this, literature on the subject was Unions in the country.
printed and given to all students to take home. The financial support having been obtained, the

Much of the success of the issue was the result next step was the drafting of plans, the taking of
of the very active interest taken by the late San- bids and the award of contracts. Harry Hake and
ford Brown, a Board member until his death Harry Hake, Jr. were chosen as the architects,
November 2, 1936, and to the hard work of John the plans were approved by the Board and the
DeCamp. Mr. Brown offered a silver cup to the work was begun. In March, 1937 the building
organization that showed the best-results through was. completed.
the election returns. To the original plans for the building was add-

On the day of the election, the University de- ed the cupola which contains chimes that break
clared a holiday, thereby giving every student a into song every fifteen minutes. These chimes
chance to be at the polls. The campaign ended in were presented to the school by Sanford Brown.
a Victory Dinner in the gym with the awarding "Much credit must be given President Walters,"
of the silver cup. This issue provided for many says Mr. Hake, "for perfecting the chimes. The
other improvements besides the Union-the latest particular system used in the Union was one of the
being the new Chemistry addition. first in the country and had certain tone imper-

Mr. Koch wondered why ten years after the fections that were solved and eliminated by the
voters' affirmation of the issue, the University had President."
just received the last installment. This was easy A committee under Dr. Spencer Shank, and in-
to explain-just following the November election eluding Dr. Francia Bird, Harold Cheney, William
of 1929 came a crash that reverberated even Koolage, Janet Van Leunen and Jean Winston,
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was then selected to determine what should be
the principles of a new Board organized to care
for and govern the Union. The committee decided
that the functions of the Board should. be re-
stricted to business concerning the Union. This
was a fundamental-decision, for in many other
colleges the Union Boards are correlating factors
for all campus activities. Since Student Council
was ably directing student affairs, it was felt that
any overlapping would only be a hindrance.

The present governing body is composed of five
students, selected by Student Council, and the fol-

APRil. 1940

lowing faculty members: Mr. Daniel Laurence,
Vice-President of the University; Mrs. Katherine
Ingle, Dean of Women; Dr. Robert Gowdy, Dean
of the College of Engineering and Comm-erce; and
Mr. Arthur Postle, Dean of Men. The Board has
charge of the allocation of all rooms, and of the
general finances of the Union.

Mr. Bursiek and his two assistants carry out
the rulings of the Board and other supervisory
duties. It is through them that all reservations
are made for rooms, dances and the use of the
many other facilities offered.
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So far we have been reviewing the history of
the Union, but Mr. Koch and I now began an in-
spection of the building itself. First we went
through the heavy white doors into the entrance-
way. He immediately noticed the large bronze
seals of the University on either side. Strange
to say, if I had ever seen them before, I did not
remember. As we went forward into the Lobby
he was awed by its magnitude and the modern ar-
tistic candelabra that hung. from the ceiling.
However, he was most impressed by the number
of students using the building even at this late
hour. I told him that the only actual way we have
of judging student patronage of the building is by .
the yearly gross income of the Grill, Faculty Din-
ing Room and Great Hall-$115,OOO.

MAIN LOUNGE

The next big surprise was in the. Main Lounge.
Mr. Koch compared the deep rich tones of the
many easy chairs, and the colorful draperies, to
the bare ~rowded quarters of. the Old Commons
that he knew. Here, because of the limited seat-
ing capacity, students were often forced to sit on
the steps and the floor.

Through the Lounge we walked to the hall
where I showed him the private offices of the
Dean of Women's Assistants, the Men's Organi-
zations' room, Women's Meeting room, the De-
bate Council, Part-time Placement Bureau, Arts
Board, Student Council, Student Auditor and the
Dean of Men. "Offices like these," he said, "were
the sentimental dream of those of my day, a pri-
.vate office to keep records, to work in, to hold
meetings .. Too often," he added, "finances, 'bocks,
systems, and important matters of business, were
wherever the President or another executive hung
his hat."

We then took the back stairs opposite the Dean
of Men's office to view the offices of the publica-
tions. The Cincinnatiam office door was open so
we went in; once again he was impressed with
the completeness of the facilities. Next door in
the Co-op ENGINEER office he saw many desks
and typewriters the lack of which, in his day, had
made work very difficult. The N eios-Record
across the hall was our next stop. I was proud
to be able to show him the suite' of offices that
took the place of the small crowded quarters in
old McMicken. He was wondering what the next
office was, so from the Business Manager's office
of the N eurs-Record we went into theProjile.office
next door.

Now came two big surprises I had been waiting
to show him, the Grill and the Bookstore. He im-
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mediately compared the Bookstore, reputed to be
one of the best-looking in the country, to the three
glass cases plus one soda bar which had been quar-
tered in the basement of McMicken where the
military offices are now located. From there we
went through the rear of the Evening Bookstore
into the store's offices and watched the rapid
manipulations of the bookkeeper. Then we pro-
ceeded to the Grill, which was one of my aces.
The Grill, with its dark paneling, intimate booths,
and table service at noon, is superior to any of the
commissaries in the section.

Upstairs we now traveled to the third floor
cafeteria, the Great Hall. "An ideal place for
campus dances," Mr. Koch said, "and built in such
a way as to make seasonal or special decorating
easy. One of the biggest student complaints in
former years was the fact that all dances had to
be taken to a country club or to a downtown hotel.
This was expensive, and as a result, many of the
social functions held today were not feasible at
that time." .»

From the student. cafeteria we next passed to
the Faculty Dining Room. Here the light-stained
paneling contrasts delicately with the dark tables
and chairs. The lightly tinted walls are hung
with many large oil paintings. Directly off the
dining room is the Faculty Lounge for men where
the leather couches, brightly colored chairs and
incidental tables all make for a most congenial
atmosphere.

Tired of walking around the Union, we decided
to retire to the game room on the lower level, be-.
low the Grill, for a game of pool or table tennis .
We were both surprised to note that four hundred
and fifty stuents use the game room every day.

The impression, which Mr. Koch took away with
him, is that of an active center of university life.
He fully agrees with the following statement by
President Van Rise of the University of Wiscon-
sin which was quoted by President Walters in his
statement to the Board of Directors in" 1934.
"When a student goes out into the world, there is
no part of his education which is of such funda-
mental importance as capacity to deal with men.
... Nothing that the professor or the laboratory
can do for the student can take the place of daily
close companionship with hundreds of his fellow
students . . . "

It is with this purpose in view that the Union,
erected through the cooperation of the Admin-
istration, faculty and students, has taken its place
as the center of student life. Year by year
through its many facilities offered toward a fuller
campus life, it is bringing about a new social
spirit and a deeper University feeling.
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ENGINEERS AROUND THE SE:T~NI~3~E~:~DUATES

W 0 R L D DAVE H. BROWN, Com.E., 1939
Co-op Day Chairman, now in an

Dawn Corneil and Ruth Mueller Bus.Ad. 142 executive position with th.e Ch~ys-
I ler Corporation In Detroit, MICh .

. . . HERMANB. HOEPER,E.E., drop-DO you want to travel when you graduate? Then perhaps ping in to see Dave now and then
you should plan to follow in the footsteps of some of our after spending busy days in Gen-

alumni. We present for your review the experiences of eral Motors Research Div.ision. · · ·
three of our Engineering graduates whose work is con- ERNIE GRAHAM, Ch.E., In honey-

. moon land at the Hooker Electro-
nected with travel. chemical Co. in Niagara Falls,

Robert W. Laing, Aero. E. '37, is an Engineer Officer on N. Y .... ~DWIN BRyNST, ~R., Bus.
Pan American's trans-Atlantic clippers. His engineering Ad., traveling up TIme HIll every

. .. . mornIng to help make those pre-
degree plus practical experience acquired on cooperative cision Gruen Watches .... AMY LEE
jobs qualified him for his first position of Apprentice Engi- DIAMOND, Bus.Ad., now wearing
neer. In this capacity he designed parts for the clippers one on her finger as a Christmas
and tested planes in flight to determine flight statistics. present from DAVE ROSENBERG,

.. . .. Ch.E .... RICHARDT. WISE, M.E.,
In preparing for hIS present position Mr. Laing worked far away in Istanbul, Turkey, at

in the company's repair shops to learn about the working Roberts College, spreading the fair
parts of planes and their maintenance. He outlines his name of Alma Mater to all corners
duties as "checking all instruments to see that the engines of the globe. ; · · HARRISONP ..SEU-

f ti . 1 " 1ft bl h t BERLING, G.E., Tau Beta PI andare unc ionmg proper y. n case 0 any rou e, emus h - t d t at work on the ever-
b bl t fi itv if ibl hile I fli ht "D · th onor s u en ,e a e 0 x I ,I pOSSI e, W I e In ignt. urmg e pressing question of Flood Control
course of a flight, the Engineer Officer on duty records each for the U. S. Engineers in Cincin-
hour the readings of approximately seventy instruments. nati. . . ~ MRS. HAROLDNIEMAN
The fuel consumption is figured out and reported to the (JEANETTE KISTNER) A.A., talk-
C. t . h" . ing over plans with hubby for theap am every our. h - bei b 'It Enew ouse emg Ul.... LAINE

Mr. Laing's present work takes him from Baltimore to SCHIFRIN, RUTH I-JEHMAN, Bus.
Lisbon, Portugal via Long Island, Bermuda and the Azore ..4d., lo.yal alumnae, hard a:t work
.Islands, Previous flights have taken him to France and at a dinner for the C?mmlttee of

100. . . . RAMON (LIndy) LIND-
England. BERG, Ch.E., distilling "that good

After graduation in 1933 Loral D. Bonham, Aero. E. '33, ?ld bre~".at the Seagram Brothers
was employed at Wright Field, Dayton, in investigating In LOUISVIlle,Ky. · · ;, JACK HE~B-

ti Lmateri I H' . b h hni 1 STREIT, E.E., WIth The Nationaeronau rca rna erra s, IS next JO was t at of tee mea Station" .... DOROTHYHARCOURT,
assistant to Major Albert W. Stevens for the National Geo- Bus.Ad., listed in the Faculty Di-
graphic Society-U, S. Army Air Corps Stratosphere Flights rectory as a Graduate Assistant in
of 1934 and 1935. On the 1935 flight a world's altitude English in the School of Applied
record of 72,395 feet was attained. Art~. · : · DICK FL~TCHER, G:E.,

"swimming" along WIth the United
In 1936 he accepted a position at the Lockheed Aircraft Fuel Gas Co. in Charleston, W. Va.

Corporation as assistant project engineer in charge of de- ... ROGER R.ICE, Ch.E., e~joying
sign and construction of the first sub-stratosphere-pressure the ?pportunity of workIng. on

· . . plastics for the Monsanto Chemical
cabin airplane, and was among those who made test flights Co. in Springfield, Mass .... ROB-
when it was completed. His present position is that of Con- ERT C. BUESCHER, Bus.Ad., learn-
suIting Technical Staff Engineer in Charge of Materials ing what makes a piano go, with
and Processes. the Baldwin Piano Co .... MILLI-

CENT MOORE,Bus.Ad., taking time
Craig H. Edwards, M.E. '37, is about the "most traveled" off statistical and accounting work

engineer of the alumni. Since graduation he has been em- at the H. H. Meyer Packing Co. to
ployed by the Aeronautical Division of Bendix Products announce her engagement. · · ·
Company, South Bend, Indiana. Early in December, 1939 MILES D. BURNET, KENNETH S.

.. CRITTENDON,FRITZ PAPE, CHARLES
he was transferre~ to Europe to car.ry on work In testing F. STRECKER, and DONALD. V.
planes and measurmg carburetor efficiency for several coun- YOUNG,M.E., still buddies as they
tries. So far he has worked in England, France, Holland work side by side at the Cincinnati
and French possessions in Africa. Milling Machine Co.
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Why English 7 Civil Engineer
(Continued from Page 6) (Continued from Page 11)

Also, good English and facility in self-expres- construction and more and more arises in connec-
sion are among the important earmarks of an edu- tion with our National Park Systems. There is
cated man, and can be equally valuble in social never any question of the propriety of placing any
contacts as in business. Thus, the young gradu- of this work under public control. Controversies
ate who has mastered these is usually more wel- ~rise only as to the wisdom of a particular pro-
come in the community where his employment ject, usually a question of its economic advantage;
takes him, and is better equipped to take part in ?r occasionally jurisdictional questions concern-
the various organizations and activities of the ing the proper governmental agencies to take
community life, which help to make his existence charge. The profession should take pride in the
more pleasant and interesting, and which permit research carried on by these public agencies and
him to assume, more effectively, his share of social the many contributions of the members of the
responsibility. staffs to modern technical developments.

Up to this point the article has been limited to The problem of smaller political subdivisions is
a few illustrations which might help the under- o.bvious by a consideration of the city. Urban
graduate appreciate the value of forming the habit life has called for a multiplicity of public services.
of good English early and perhaps save him some Some of these remain in the hands of private cor-
of the pains and wasted time of learning through porations. In almost all cases the transportation
experience. The next question is-What to do problems, the supply of water, and the disposal of
about it? Advice is easily given. However a few sewage and other wastes are considered public
suggestions might be in order. These incl~de: responsibility. The 'erection of public buildings,

a) more time and effort devoted to English the development of parks and recreation centers,
courses; and the planning for the future of the city are

b) more attention to reports, particularly to a engineering problems. It would seem that by the
logical presentation of the purpose of the work nature of things the major problems of the city
and the results and conclusions. This also means are becoming engineering. The cities are main-
cultivation of the habit of thoroughly understand- t~ining i~creasingly better engineering staffs un-
ing the problem involved, which is the first pre- tIl. the CIty management feels these matters in
requisite to a successful report; skillful hands and finds the now-unsolved ques-

c) practice in correspondence involving care- tions of relief and social betterment the more
ful planning and choice of words' troublesome ones. However, there remains in

d) writing on technical and non-technical sub- many localities, some question of the permanence
jects for campus and outside publications' and better recognition of these engineering staffs.

e) participation in as many oral discussions as As such questions are met the opportunities here,
possible. This would include campus organiza- where the responsibilities are so great, will be
tions of all types, preferably debating societies, more commanding.
and professional groups. Also, it would be most PRACTICAL EDUCATION
valuable if.each s~udent were required to write a We are confronted with the fact that prepara-
paper, say.every SIXweeks, on a technical subject tion for public service is essentiaL The demand
and ~hen grve an oral abstra~t of it before a group must be met. There is every reason to expect
of hI~ ~e!low students. !hIS :vould be followed that those young engineers who prefer private
by crrticism, preferably In private, both of the practice or connection with private endeavors
paper and the oral ?resentation, by a competent may find it. There is hope for an expansion
member o~ the Eng~Ish dep.artmen.t ~ j of private enterprise, for increased employment

f) reading technlc~l artI.cles critically with re- by private industry, and for an overdue boom
~pect .to the manner In which the subject matter in private construction. Even if our fondest
IS presente.d; . hopes in these lines are fulfilled, there remains

g) readI~g gOO~ literature P?rely f?r pleasure the positive demand for great public work, even
and relaxatIO? durIn~ work perIods,. WIthout book keeping to the narrowest field of undisputed pub-
reports, reading credit, or other strings attached. lie responsibility. This brings the question of at-
Dean Sch~elder formerly had a fine list of such tempts to meet the problem in modern engineer-
books: which have aroused the interest of. more ing education.
than one co-~p in. things outside the technical It seems clear that beside the work given in the
aspects of engmeermg. (Continued on Page 30)
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RIGHT OR RONG?
A 2-minute test for telephone users

1. It's impossible for you to telephone to people 2. Police Radio Telephone made by Western Elec-
in two different cities at the same time. tric is an outgrowth of research at Bell Telephone

RIGHT 0 WRONG 0 Laboratories. RIGHT D WRONG 0

3. About 75% of the Bell System's 85 million miles 4. Lowest telephone rates to most out-of-town
of telephone wire is contained in cable. points are available every night after 7 P. M. and

RIGHT D WRONG 0 all day Sunday. RIGHr 0 WRONG 0
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(Continued from Page 28)
mathematics and sciences, the application of the
principles of mechanics to structural design and
the study of highways and earthwork, there should
be some presentation of the problems encountered
in public work. Little can be done in an under-
graduate course in civil engineering beyond outlin-
ing some of the factors involved and starting the
student on discussions and readings in this direc-
tion. The problems include the organization set-
up in political divisions such as cities, the prob-
lems of personnel and of civil service require-
ments, the question of financing public works
through taxation and assessments. Even more
troublesome are questions of legal authority for
work where inter-city or inter-state interests are
involved. This problem is being met very well for
an undergraduate curriculum at the University of
Cincinnati. In recent years the students have
been taking courses in Public Utility Regulation
and City Management given by Professor Hodges,
of the Department of Political Science. There
seems to be a growing awareness on the part of
the students of the needs in this field.

Even with a firm desire to retain as much pri-
vate endeavor as possible, the increasing public
service possibilities need not cause alarm but
should be viewed by engineers as adding to the
variety of opportunities and particularly of re-
sponsibilities.

Aviation Radio
(Continued from Page 9)

.radio compass to the airplane. Though a simpler
form of the radio compass has been in use on
ocean-going craft for years, the installation on a
plane is much more convenient and very much
lighter. A small loop, generally less than a foot
in diameter is mounted outside the skin of the
ship, perhaps in a streamlined housing made of
some plastic material. The loop may be fixed, in
which case the plane "homes" on a certain radio
station; or it may be rotatable, so that the radio-
man-navigator may take radio "sights" on sta-
tions within range and, by performing a triangu-
lation problem, can ascertain his position. The
station need not have a directional antenna. Sta-
tions in the standard American Broadcast Band
are frequently used.

Although the accuracy of the radio compass is
better than lOon the low frequencies and the
broadcast band, extensive and painstaking work
over a long period of time by both the Navy and
Army Air Corps has not succeeded so far in mak-
ing it practical on short waves. A shortwave
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radio compass is highly desirable, as it would
make it possible to take a bearing on almost any
audible station in the world. A pilot flying over
the Pacific, for instance, might take cross bear-
ings on New York, Buenos Aires, Melbourne and
Tokyo and thus determine his position very ac-
curately. Reception over such great distances is
not generally possible on the lower frequencies.
The vagaries and unreliability of short waves
have made the shortwave radio compass imprac-
tical, as yet.

MILITARY APPLICATIONS
The increasing uses of radio to military air-

craft become more apparent daily. In the Army,
for instance, the leader .of an attack or bombing
squadron may direct the maneuvers of his charges
by means of the "liaison" set in his plane. The
results of artillery fire as seen by aircraft may be

Quarter wave (4 inch) receiving antenna and coaxial line.

reported immediately by radio, eliminating the
very vulnerable "captive balloon." Scout planes
may radio a warning back to the base station of
approaching enemy bombers. A military strate-
gist may view a battle from the air and report
immediately to the headquarters staff, information
concerning progress over the entire line.

Moreover, a far wider range of possible appli-
cations is just now becoming available: the army
has developed radio control to such a fine point
that successful tests at Wright Field have been
made in taking an airplan-e off the ground, flying
it over a pre-arranged course and landing it again,
all by radio control and without a person on board.

With the increase of radio facilities available to
aviation have come corresponding improvements
in equipment used; and great progress has been
made in overcoming static, skip-effect and other
vagaries of transmission which tend to make
radio unreliable.
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Plastics Taka to the Air
(Continued from Page 19)

two and one-half years. This company has also
established a fellowship atrthe Mellon Institute,
for the continuation of plastic research. In Eng-
land the British De Havilland Company leads in
plastic research and experimental work. Before
the outbreak of the present "war, there were re-
ports that the German Heinkel Works were mak- '
ingas many as three planes a day of plastic ply-
wood panels; compared to planes of the Clark and
Timm methods, tIlese have scarcely advanced
from the plywood planes ofW orld War days.
Another German firm was reported to have in-
stalled 12,000-ton plastic molding presses large
enough to form airplane structural parts. It is
to be expected that the shortage ormetals may
cause Germany to use laminated materials to an
increased extent; their former use in that country
have been limited to bearings and other working
parts.

Aerodynamically, the plastic plane might prove
to be the most nearly perfect airplane that could
be built. It possesses three of the most necessary
qualifications: it can be molded into 'any desired
shape; ithas a low specific weight;' it has af'ric-
tional drag no greater, than glass. 'Theoretically,
because of reduced drag, a plastic plane would be
about seven per cent faster than a metal plane of
the same design. For example, if the top speed
of a metal plane were 350 miles per hour, a plastic
airplane of identical design could be driven about
375 miles per hour.

One of the most advanced factors of the plastic
process is the possible speed of manufacturing;
nine men molded a half-section of a "Clark 46" in
one hour" and required five hours and twenty min-
utes to assemble the fuselage and fit it to the
plane. Moldings can be m-ade so perfectly that no
filing or drilling is necessary to make 'the molded
parts, fit together. .Theplastic process, if success-
ful,would quickly and surely solve the problem of
mass production of airplanes. As an illustration,
200 men with ten dies could 'be expected to turn
out enough fuselages, wings and tail sections for
300uirplanes per month.

As military craft, plastic airplanes would have
distinct advantages over metal ships; production
would be much faster, and gunfire would not have
the disastrous effect that it does on metal planes,
because there would, be no vital structural parts
to be shot away. There is a possibility that in ten
more years the metal airplane will be as much an
oddity and a relic as the 'World War "Jenny" is
today.

As a light plane for private flying, the molded
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airplane would approach the ideal; it could be
built by mass production and thus the price range
could be placed within the means of the middle
class. Every owner could feel confident that he had
a hardy, long-lived airplane that would require
infrequent repairing, have low operating cost and
have better performance characteristics than a
corresponding metal or fabric plane. The experi-
ments of Clark and Timm have brought the eyes
of other manufacturers to rest on plastic air-
planes which may cause some radical changes in
the airplane industry during the next few years.
The day of the long awaited "flivver" airplane
may well be at hand.

THE J. H. FIELMAN
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Mr. Reed has been wi th General Electric since 1926. He
received his engineering degree from Wisconsin in 192 I and
his law degree from Fordham University three years later.
In 1937 he became the assistant of Gerard Swope, President
of General E1ectric. Mr. Reed is now Chairman of the Board
of Directors.

Miss Blodgett was graduated from Bryn Mawr in 1917,
received her M.S. degree from the University of Chicago,
and spent the next six years in the General Electric Research
I aboratory in Schenectady. In 1924 and 1925 Dr. Blodgett
studied at the Cavendish Laboratory in Cambridge, England,
where she received the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
Returning to the G-E Research Laboratory, she has since
been engaged in the study of molecular films.

4400 TIMES HIS OWNWEIGHT
AMAN could lift four roo-ton freight cars if he were pro-

, portionately as strong as a new Alnico magnet assembly

recently developed in the General Electric Research

Laboratory.

The greatly increased strength of the new magnet is due to

a special mounting, which permits the magnetic flux to pass

through many air gaps instead of the usual two in bridging

from pole to pole. This makes possible a more efficient

utilization of the magnetic energy. In recent laboratory

tests a magnet weighing only one quarter of an ounce was

able to support 69 pounds-about 4400 times its own weight.

This new development, although not yet commercially avail-

able, broadens the field of permanent magnet applications. 1.000.000 HORSES
EVEN in its heyday the Wild West would hardly have

tried stopping a stampede of 2,000,000 horses. Yet the
job of stopping 2,000,000 horsepower of electric energy has
been assigned to the General Electric breakers installed at
Boulder Dam, and they do the job in 112o of a second. And
the relays which trip these breakers are even more versatile,
for it takes them only 1/200 of a second to locate trouble and
tri p the proper breaker.

The power developed at Boulder Dam is carried to Los
Angeles at 287,000 volts-the highest voltage in the world
in regular service. Two transmission lines, running side by
side, are used to span the 380 miles. To protect these lines

TWO OUT Of TWENTY required the development of circuit breakers capable of inter-IN his selection of the 20 ~utsta~ding ~e~ and women ~: rupting one and a half million kilowatts of power.

1939, Durward Howes, editor of America s Young Men, Student engineers, recent college graduates taking the G-E,
honored two General Electric leaders: Philip D. Reed and Test Course, had the responsibility of testing these circuit

Katharine B. Blodgett. breakers in the Philadelphia Works of General Electric,
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